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RTSD and the Big Wide World
Enrc Moorl, Editor

Library Journal

7-l-tHE TITLE, as any of you with a feel for style may already have de-

I tected, is a Dunkin creation, not a Moon-shot. Mine tend to be
gaudier, more blatant, without the impish Machiavellianism of ZRTS's
cataloging king. I have it from an unimpeachable source that one mem-
ber of the RTSD Program Committee felt that the topic sounded like "a
TV sunrise program for children."

Titles of scientific pape$ these days are rather like bikinis-they are
designed to fit all the curves and connotations of the subject very tightly.
Titles of conference papers, on the other hand, are designed more like
kimonos-they are very loose and have only occasional contact with what
lies beneath. Whenever I pick my own title, I tend to choose something
rather waspish from Shaw or Wilde or John Cotton Dana, and then for-
get about it. But when I am handed a title, as in this case, then the editor
in me rises to the surface and I must needs examine it, like a manuscript,
for motivations and meanings.

After examining this one in its awful entirety for some time I was left
with no gleeful feeling that it was laden with potential. The classic
technique in such circumstances is to break down the whole into its
separate clauses, in the hope that the pieces will reveal meanings that the
whole conceals. I proceeded with bifurcation.

RTSD, I discovered-after assiduous research-was an acronym for
Resources and Technical Services Division, an aggregation of librarians
(plus perhaps a Philistine or two masquerading under the name of docu-
mentalist or information scientist) within the American Library Associa-
tion. Like other groups which are brought together in presumed profes-
sional harmony within a division (a term which always reminds me of
battalions or regiments), this one is supposed to share a unity of interest
or purpose or function.

Since RTSD is what is known as a "type of work" division rather than
the more mundane species called "type of library"-whose relevance be-
comes foggier if we are to believe all those high-level speeches about a
nationwide system in which all the old barriers and boundaries between
types of libraries will disappear-our principle suddenly becomes sunray
clear. Obuiously, those whose lives are spent in contemplating the phil-
osophical niceties of cataloging and classification theory are professional
blood brothers of those whose minds and hearts are made of microfilm
and whose thoughts are reproduced by Xerox. CIearIy, the man whose life
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is devoted to acquiring, let's say materials (avoiding such an old-fash-
ioned and loose word as books), will have more in common with the ex-
plorers of the library machine and the compilers of codens than he will
have with the librarian who is a member of the Rare Books Section of
ACRL.

My microscopic examination of the first part of Mr. Dunkin's title
was, as you can see, leading me only toward that uncomfortable old arm-
chair called doubt. I could not honestly persuade myself that a cataloger
has less community of interest with a reference librarian (who occupies
a more exclusive division), or an acquisitions librarian with a children's
librarian, or the copying methods expert with a documents librarian,
than do two green peas from two separate but nearly identical pods.
What I was faced with, I decided, was one of those quite illogical anach-
ronisms of professional organization. There seemed to be no demarca-
tion or definition other than the same kind of fuzzy negative-positive
shadow that separates book selection and censorship, or even eating and
drinking. You see, in all of these activities something always crops up
eventually like soup. It may be such a thin consomme that drinking is the
only possible activity to connect with it; but it may be a vegetable soup
so thick that drinking would be a ridiculous word to use for the process of
consumption.

But all my probing of those four vowel-less letters did get me some-
where in the end. I did discover a sort of line. Divisions like ASD and
RSD and CSD (I will not insult you by translating these into their full
terminological glory) seem mostly concerned with the problems of service
to the public. This is true of RTSD only by remote control. If indeed it
is true that the RTSD man, in general, only makes contact with the
reader (whose satisfaction is the end objective of all we do, whatever kind
of librarian we call ourselves) aia the public service type of librarian,
isn't the greatest professional need for the RTSD type for contact with
the RSD or CSD man (or preferably, girl), rather than with his fellow
absorbed techno-theoreticians? At the end of my pondering, it seemed
an open and valid question-and that's the way I like to leave questions.

The first half of the title being so unproductive, to save my time and
your patience, I decided to switch rather than fight with it longer. The
second part of the title was simpler and therefore more profitable. I could
-and I will-start here with a categorical denial, unclouded by doubt,
and enjoy the rare experience of proving Mr. Dunkin rhetorically wrong.
There is, twentieth century friends, no "Big Wide World."

In a day when a man, should he have the urge and qualifications,
can pass around the earth in less time than it takes some of us to get from
bedroom to omce; in a day when the President of the United States, at
the drop of a ten-gallon hat, can, via communication satellite, take over
the BBC and, if General de Gaulle u'ould let him, the French TV net-
work too; in a day when an atomic or natural tremor in deepest Siberia
can be reported within minutes or hours (depending on the state of gov-
ernment security consciousness that day) by Chet Huntley to the Ameri-
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can public from Miami to Ketchikan-in such a time we clearly no
longer have "a big wide world."

Nor is the world of librarianship any longer so wide or so big-not
even the world of American librarianship (if that is not in itself a mis-
nomer or another anachronism). r bumped into Ralph shaw recently
at a huried midpoint in one of his frequent commutinf trips, which take
in administering a university library and. a nascent 

-ribriry 
school in

Hawaii, doing a little talking, teaching, or research ar Rurgers, visiting
his own pet scarecrow, and sitting on two or three committies in wash--
inglon__a-l-1, as he says with a bteezy c'est la aie acceptance, in a day's
y9t\ W!ll: perhaps_allowing for Shavian exuberance,-two days anyway.
r had a drink with Louis Shores in New york the night before he-took
ofi on a rec-enj trip which took him a distance equivalent to three jour-
neys around the earth. with encyclopedic help, he took in librariej and
librarians and library meetings on a flobal scale, and when r saw him on
his return he seemed only to have been away for ttre weekend. Nor have
the ladies been left, as of old, ro war.ch the hearth and home. witness
those charming RTSD ladies, sarah vann and pauline seery who, modern
missionaries, carried Melvil's message to the farthest parti of once-dark-
est Africa and Asia. Marco Polo himself was an old homebody compared
to the more peripatetic of our librarians today.

Patently, it wouldn't be either desirable or practicable to have even a
moderate- propo tion of our professional libraiians continually wancler-
ing the globe in this manner. But our problem is not so much a lack of
mobile bodies as it is a deficiency in mental mobility. Too many of our
professional minds are starionary and local-parochial, if you wiil. Many
of us still do think of the big wide world, und ree it as a collection of re-
mote places and events "out there somewhere" which have little rele-
vance to "our own" condition. I tend to react to such old-fashioned souls
very much as Mary Gaver do€s to those of her students who raise minute,
"practical" objections like "where is the money coming from" when she
is trying to get th€m ro dream and plan and think big. I heard Mary
charge one such srudent with being guilty of "depression thinking." The
condition r am talking about might better be discribed as "isoiationist
thinking."

r had just writren this when someone delivered into my hands an ad-
vance copy of the Presidential Address to the (British) Library Associa-
tion of sir Frank Francis, the Director and principal Librarian of the
British Museum. His speech appears in the June issue of the Library
Association Record. rn it he too talks of "the tendency we all have, to
look at the library stituation . . . ffrom] a parochial point of view. we
each of us have our own drums to beat, and we are sometimes prone to
beat them so hard that we can't hear the drums of our colleaguis in the
next group of libraries."

Let us take, as an appropriate example of isolationist or toosmall
thinking, the world of bibliographical control or, to use a smailer-world
term, of cataloging. r understand this to be a subject of some concern to
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RTSD, although I cannot refrain from observing that the Association of
Research Libraries seems to be backing its concern with more immediate
and insistent action than does RTSD. If one is to judge by the wordage
(I will not use the popular term, "the literature," because it seems sin-
gularly inappropriate to describe most library periodicals and mono-
graphs), the topics which have been at the top of the collective RTSD
mind in recent years are centralized cataloging and processing centers,
book catalogs, catalog code revision, and the potential (for good or ill)
of automation.

Like everything else in our new, small, muddled world, these are not
separate but inextricably related subjects. Automation and the new tech-
nology have taken us back to the once archaic book catalog which, with
all its faults as well as its virtues, is nour, because the production problems
are easier to solve than they were fifty years ago, the apparent St. George
which will save us from the space-devouring card catalog dragon. It has
become as mandatory for a library to announce its progressiveness by
declaring that it has converted to a book catalog as it is for an unknown
starlet seeking publicity to appear in a Playboy centerfold or in a topless
bathing suit in Cannes or Los Angeles.

In turn, the computer and the book catalog have given rise to doubts
that the new code, when it finally emerges from its inhuman period of
gestation, will really be a child of paradise. It will, in any case, be a very
old child, of whatever variety. Mr. Dunkin asks, in the most recent
of his sparkling annual reviews of the cataloging scene: "Will the new
code be a dinosaur on the freewav?"

If book catalogs and compuiers are multiplying in the library field,
the real rabbit of fertility is the centralized cataloging and processing
center. Not alone among the reasons for the growth of this species, but
certainly the prime motivating reason, has been the theory that these cen-
ters would help solve one of our most excruciating staff problems. They
would help us get by with fewer catalogers. They would, to quote a
favorite phrase, "free professional librarians for better things." But one
observer noted, after studying processing centers for school libraries in
New York State: "It is ironic that the problem of inadequate staffing-
which caused many of the school systems in this study to adopt central
processing-still remains, though now transferred to the center itself."
We have, and have had for many years, to understate the obvious, a
critical shortage of catalogers. The situation may be getting worse, if that
is possible. A recruiter for one of the major research libraries told me
that he recently visited zz library schools and interviewed 263 potential
candidates. IIe was most interested in finding catalogers, but only 5 or 6
of those he spoke to were interested in even discussing the possibility
of a cataloging job.

The cataloging centers appear to me to be accentuating rather than
relieving the situation. They are being set up by the dozen; all require
some cataloging staft. Of course, if each center needed two professional
librarians for cataloging, and served a group of libraries formerly em-
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ploying a dozen catalogers between them; and if that group of libraries
was thereby enabled to dispose of half its "local" catalogers (or direct
them to other functions), we should certainly be ahead of the game. But
the mathematics seem not to work this way. I have seen little evidence
that libraries served by these centers have relinquished or discarded their
own catalogers. They must, it seems, remain on the establishment in or-
der to foster, maintain, and attend to those local peculiarities which have
wreaked such havoc with what was once called, ironically, library econ-
omy, and which have been a potent force in undermining the potential of
cooperation throughout the years.

Nor have those wonder boys of the world of autornation done any-
thing so far which promises much relief from the cataloger crisis. Indeed,
they keep talking about the much greater depth of subject analysis that
the computer will make possible. What they are saying, in simple tenns,
is that the card catalog's bulk and the flooding book output have brought
libraries to the point where they make do with two or three subject head-
ings per title. The computer will easily store 20 or Bo or roo, if neces-
sary, and can produce them easily on demand (though not cheaply).
But all this begs the crucial question. As the head of one of the nation's
largest cataloging operations said to me recently, "It's not the hardware
costs or problems that worry me; it's the software." The software he had
in mind was people-catalogers. To produce ten times as much subject
cataloging you may not need ten times as many catalogers, but you surely
need a lot more than we have. While we talk so much about which
machine is best for what purpose, or what kind of printout is desirable
for any particular purpose, there is, it seems to me, a deliberate cloudi-
ness, a smoke-screen over the whole major problem of input. Flere, cost
is a big problem, but it is as nothing compared to the problem of the
availability of people able to prepare that input. Whatever we call them
in the machine age, if we are dealing with bibliographical control, they
are essentially catalogers, and their language capabilities, collectively,
must now encompass the world.

If these sketchy comments appear to be running ofi wildly in all direc-
tions at once, they are. But in doing so, they are following closely in the
tracks of most of our contemporary wayward searchers for solutions to
our cataloging crisis. Now I'm not saying that none of these develop-
ments has been worth anything. AII that I'm trying to suggest is that we
might entertain the thought that our remedies thus far may all have been
too piecemeal-and too small. Perhaps our problem has grown so large
while we have fiddled that only the really revolutionary, big idea offers
hope of any solutions.

Our theories, our philosophies, our goals are described in such colos-
sal, magnificent phrases as "making all knowledge available to all men."
Our major research libraries, in fact, are doing more than talk like this.
They are now collecting, as never before, vast quantities of material in
every language and from every country in the world-notably via the
Farmington Plan and the P.L. 48o program, not to mention the auc-
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tion rooms or the marauding expeditions of representatives of the Uni-
versity of Texas among others. Clearly, this kind of large-scale, universal
collecting is accelerating the cataloging crisis, and I'm not sure that the
$5 million the ARL requested of Congress, to include a cenralized cata-
Ioging program under the Higher Education Act of 1965, is anything like
ambitious enough.

The first and most basic step toward a solution of our vast problem is,
of course, a profession-wide realization that "rugged individualism" in
cataloging practices is now only rugged stupidity. If we could ever afford
it, the day when we could do so has long gone.

Beyond this pious hope, however, don't we perhaps need to look fo a
wider (perhaps a "big wide world") approach. I started contemplating
this when I read recently the (British) Library Association's reporr,
Access to Information, which very briefly sets out a national plan under
which a national bibliographic center would be established. Among the
many functions of this proposed national center would be the establish-
ment and control of a fuII national bibliography, both current and retro-
spective. Th,e British National Bibliograph), one of the best in the world,
is not enough for these newly ambitious bibliographic planners in
Britain. The BNB, says the Library Association report, "covers only
books and pamphlets since r95o, and music since 1957. It needs to ex-
pand to cover fully government and other official publications, maps,
charts, and other sorts of published material. The only serious approach
to a retrospective national bibliography for the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries is the British Museum Catalogue. The provision of a full
apparatus of indexes to periodical and report literature is also an essen-
tial part of a national bibliography."

I asl< you now to dream along with me for a while and suppose that
we could really make international cooperation work in the library field.
Suppose that each of the major publishing andf or library countries (ar
least) could set up a national bibliographic council such as the one the
British report suggests. Suppose further that rhese narional bodies could
form an agency in each country-staffed internationally ro cope with lan-
guage and other problems-to provide full bibliographic coverage for
the total publishing ourput of that counrry. Where this leads is to the
formulation of, in effect, say rzo centralized cataloging operations to
cover the world. All publications emanating from France, for example,
would then be cataloged once, and once only, for dissemination in what-
ever form required to any library in any country in the world. They
would not need to be done again, countless times, in the US, the USSR,
Great Britain, Pakistan, Australia, Tanzania, Greece, you name it. I don't
have any idea how many catalogers such an operation would require,
but it certainly would be fewer than we are now using in libraries around
the globe, all reworking the same material endlessly. Cost? Well, the rela-
tively few members of the Association of Research Libraries are already
spending $r8 million a year on cataloging. I shudder to think what thl
full national figure might be.
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The predictable reaction to this kind of proposal would be hysterical
laughter or horror. Think of the problems. Think of the endless squab-
bles about cataloging rules or form of entry. Think of the endless varieties
of physical forms in which libraries would want the catalog copy to be
delivered. Florida Atlantic University, obviously, would want computer
tape or punched cards or something edible by its machines. The school
library down the road would want cards or norhing. The state library
would surely demand the book catalog that its new-found, federally-
aided prestige demands.

Perhaps we should consider physical form for a moment. Let's enter-
tain the dastardly thought thar none of these libraries needs a catalog at
all. Walter Brahm, Connecticut State Librarian, who is keeping Z1's
"Grindstone" sharp this year, dared to do just that in his June r column.
Why, he asks, if we can cope, without card catalogs, with the many
thousands of publications per year which are issued in periodical, pam-
phlet, or report form, should we give "special treatnrent to a paltry 4o,aoo
book titles?" Why not, he said, compile and print "an author, title, and
subject index" with cumulations every quarter, annually, and every
three, five, and ten years? "We are," said Brahm, "slaves to the form in
which material is issued rather than to its content, which is the same
in any form."

Why, indeed, do we need any longer to accept the albatross of a cata-
log for every library, or every system of libraries? At the very leasr, we
might try to reduce this absurd exercise in duplication to the point where
we have one catalog per state. Fifty catalogs would certainly be preferable
to 5o,ooo.

We have made an idol of information and its rerrieval. We know that
the researcher-at all levels, frorn high school or below to the most
esoteric laboratory-needs a much broader range of material than he did
ten years ago. We can comfortably predict that the range will go on ex-
panding. If we believe that the reader should, if he wants it, have at hand
a key to the whole of his particular subject universe, we have to accept
that the individual library catalog, whose boundaries are determined by
the budget and the book selection capabilities and prejudices of that
library, will not do the job. To be sure, the catalog will be reinforced by
a motley collection of subject bibliographies and other libraries' catalogs,
courtesy of G. K. Hall and others. But bibliography, we all know, has
had a fragmentary history, and we know that, however bulging the bib-
liographical shelves, we shall be offering any reader a very imperfect
universe of information-and a not very accessible one at that.

If we are prepared also to accept that the new technology and vastly
improved cornmunications systems will make it possible for any material,
wherever it is housed, to be consulted where it is needed, this takes us
further toward the desirability of comprehensive bibliographic planning
and further away from the efficacy of the local library catalog-whether
it be Harvard's or Podunk's.

Given some sort of sophisticated bibliographical apparatus, what real
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purpose would the individual library catalog then serve? It would, I
think, be reduced to its proper role-that of a finding or inventory list for
a particular institution or system of institutions. Relatively few seem to
be much more than that now. If we could emphasize that simple function
sufficiently, we might perhaps finally be able to persuade more librarians
that full cataloging at this level and for this purPose is grossly wasteful.
The full description and indexing should apPear in national bibliog-
raphies, quickly, currently, and efficiently produced and distributed.

The cost and complexity of a solution to our bibliographic dilemma
are frightening, but I don't believe they are insurmountable if only we
will get our social priorities in some decent sequence. Education in this
country, really for the first time in history, is beginning to be dealt the
kind of financial cards that formerly were only passed across the table for
roads, industrial development, power projects, and the like. The space
program is a very prominent current example of what we can achieve
when we put enough of our resolution and resources behind what we set
out to do. Perhaps, at this point, it is appropriate to quote the opening
paragraph of a recent Times Literary Supplement editorial entitled
"How Much Jam?" (March r r, 1965):

Recently we have had a minor debate in the motoring press about whether a
man's wife or his car should matter most to him. Put the car against such lesser
things as knowledge, culture, ideas, and it is only too clear which lies closer to
the modern British heart. [You may read American for British there.] It is not
just that cars rank higher as individual status symbols and objects of Sunday
morning devotion; traffic in cars has come (quite rightly)-to be seen as a prob-
lem for urgent study by experts, while our traffic in ideas aird knowledge has not.
Yet the two types of traffic are in a similarly confused state, and in both cases
the confusion seems like a useless and perpetually irritating brake on our
progress. Intellectual traffic with the help of a somewhat primitive system of
libraries and information centres gets along somehow, as does road traffic; in
time everyone gets near enough to his destination to shrug his shoulders yet once
again ("We can walk the last bit").

That could, I think, as easily have been written here. But all of this,
you will be saying by now, is very far out on some philosophical and ter-
ribly impractical plane. Indeed it is, but I believe we are in such deep
trouble, with a vastly increased publishing output all over the world,
with greatly increased library funds for books, and with vastly increased
acquisitions by libraries of all types of material, allied with a static or
declining intake of cataloging personnel, that only far-out proposals are
likely to get within reach of a remedy.

7n any case, if you had wanted a good, hard, practical paper, I guess
you would have invited a good, hard, practical cataloger, an inforrnation
retrieval expert, or a solid representative of some other canyon of RTSD
respectability. If you ask a generalist and a dreamer, you get generalities
and dreams. I only hope they don't give you nightmares.
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Library Technology and RTSD-Goals
in Common

GlelYs T. Plnz
General Editor

Library T echnology Proiect
American Library Association

T) ESOURCES AND TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION ANd Li.

f\, brary Technology Project are names which indicate a similar pur-
pose. A run-down of LTP's project list-which includes such titles as
binding performance specifications, book copying equipment, and book
labeling program-shows how closely the interests of RTSD and LTP
are allied. Both the Division and the Project are working toward many
of the same goals, or toward goals which supplement or complement each
other, but with difierent resources at their disposal and with difierent
functions to perform.

Is it possible to separate the functions of the Division and the Project
precisely and to define their respective spheres with exactness? In a
field which is developing as rapidly as library technology, the answer
may be a partial no. But it is possible to state some guides for LTP and
RTSD to consider.

Shortage of time and money is the only restriction on the contribu-
tions of RTSD sections and committees to activities for which the Divi-
sion is responsible. The Library Technology Project is concerned with
finding ways by which technology and the principles of scientific manage-
ment can be used to streamline all library operations and improve ser-
vices. It was established primarily to do those things which individual li-
braries and librarians cannot do for themselves. Examples to be cited
throughout the article may help to make clearer the distinction between
the membership responsibility and the LTP function.

Because the Library Technology Project receives grants from the
Council on Library Resources to support its programs and has a full-time
staff to carry them out, it can of course do many things for which a mem-
bership division has neither the time nor the money. It should also be
able to do things faster than can a committee, and this is a distinct
advantage in technology.

A membership unit such as RTSD serves as a valuable aid to LTP. It
is an ideal group to identify a program and propose it to an organization
such as LTP to carry out, to provide knowledgeable members to advise
on projects or to serve on advisory committees for projects, and to pro-
mote the results of projects after thev are completed.
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Acquisition and Preparation for Use

LTP is not concerned with the evaluation and selection of library
materials for acquisition. Its interest lies in finding solurions to the
physical problems of acquiring library materials and preparing them for
use. Under this category in LTP's long-range program is a systems study
of the complete book processing operation which would examine all
aspects of the acquisition process, classification and cataloging procedures,
and the physical preparation of the material for use, and then evaluate
present practices, suggest simplification, and consider the effect on public
service departments. Such a systems study would undoubtedly suggest
more detailed evaluations, and development of new equipment, supplies,
or systems-for instance, the feasibility of cerrain applications of data
processing equipment to book processing, a study of the economics of
using centralized processing centers vs. traditional processing procedures,
and development of improved "hand" methods for ordering books,
maintaining serials records, etc. The cost of these projected studies is
estimated at over $zoo,ooo.

LTP has sponsored several projects designed to improve the process
of readying books for circulation. Its first major project was the develop-
ment of a book labeling system to use in situations in which a perna-
nent legible label on the book itself is wanted, and where the number of
copies of the same book does not exceed ten. The system, called the SE-
LIN, which was developed by Battelle Memorial Institute and manu-
factured by its subsidiary, Scientific Advances, Inc., took from Decem-
ber, rg5g, to May, 1964, to reach the market at a cost of slightly over
$67,ooo. This project is a very good illustration of the time and money
needed to develop what in the early stages had seemed like a compara-
tively simple piece of equipment. It also illustrates why manufacturers
are so reluctant to develop equipment for a market as limited as the
one for library equipment. The SE-LIN consists of a platen to which an
imprinter-laminator unit is fastened. The unit can be used on nearly all
late model typewriters and can be easily substituted for the typewriter's
regular platen. It produces a typed label which is laminated for protection
and which is adhered to the book itself by a srrong bond. For those
smaller libraries that will continue to use hand merhods of labeling, LTP
identified an adhesive that will adhere typed or handwrirten small cloth
labels to a wide variety of bookbinding materials. The Project is con-
tinuing its efforts to identify equipment which can be used to prepare
labels in situations where many copies of the same label are required
for direct application to binding marerial; it has identified equipment
which can be used ro prepare multiple labels suitable for applicarion to
the dust jackets of books.

LTP is working with a typewriter manufacturer and an RTSD com-
mittee on typewriter keyboards in an effort to come up with a standard-
ized keyboard which will meet the needs of as many catalogers as possible
and be of interest to many typewriter manufacturers as well.
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As part of an evaluation of the use of office-type quick laminating
equipment in libraries, the LTP stafi conducted a feasibility and cost
study on the lamination of the original dust jackets of books. The re-
sults showed that laminated dust jackets, using Mylar for both sides of
the laminate sandwich, are more expensive than ready-made covers. Dust
jackets using Mylar on one side and Kraft paper on the other, were
comparable in cost to ready-made jacket covers but were difficult to
handle and not attractive in appearance. Recent releases of the manu-
facturer have led LTP to consider updating this study, however.

Some $8,6oo was spent to develop a universal card-holding device
which could be attached to any typewriter to simplify the typing of cata-
log cards. The device produced by the research gro'up hired for the pro-
ject was judged to be no better than other similar ones on the market,
and the project was abandoned.

LTP has financed the testing of some half dozen electric erasers that
might be suitable for such library work as correcting catalog cards and
call numbers on books, and has published the results of the testing in
Li,brary T echnology Rep orts.

C ataloging and Classification

The Library Technology Project fs not concerned with the establish-
ment or refinement of codes for cataloging, classification, or filing of Ii
brary materials. What it might legitimately be concerned with here are
such things as the mechanics of preparing book catalogs, their cost, their
practicality, etc., and information about where they are being used, in
order to answer inquiries from other librarians who may be considering
their adoption.

Another legitimate interest is the reproduction or purchase of catalog
cards. In March, 1965, LTP published Catalog Card Reproduction, a re-
port of a major study of rg methods of reproducing or obtaining catalog
cards. The study, by a management cornpany, cost slightly over $5o,ooo
to make. Members of the advisory committee for the project are people
well known in technical processing. An expenditure of approximately
$8,ooo provided librarians for the first time with objective criteria with
which to determine the durability and permanence of catalog cards. At
the same time, these data provided the foundation for development of
new standards based upon the actual performance of card stocks. Al-
though it has not yet been possible to achieve an American standard, the
data have provided tentative specifications which can be used as pur-
chasing guides.

Manufacturers and suppliers have continued to submit samples of
catalog card stock for laboratory testing as to their durability and per-
manence.
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Copying Methods

Much of LTP's work in the past and that proposed is of direct interest
to the Copying Methods Section of RTSD. The Project has spent ap-
proximately $roo,ooo in a continuing evaluation of photocopiers and
microfilm and microfiche readers and printers, and on one development
project involving microfilm. Nearly $67,ooo has been appropriated to
finance a two-year project to produce a manual on methods of reproduc-
ing research materials. The manual will cover processes, methods, equip-
ment, and applications in photocopying, microfiche, and microfilm, as
well as evaluations of equipment for producing microforms such as cam-
eras and processors.

William R. Hawken, LTP's consultant on reproduction processes, has
been instrumental in getting agreement by four government agencies
(all large producers of microfiche) to standardize sheet microfilm on one
of the International Standard sizes, i.e., ro5 by r48 mm. (+ by 6 inches).
This should be good news for librarians everywhere.

LTP undertook a testing program of all of the coatings then known
to it which are designed to protect motion picture film and microfilm.
Foster D. Snell, Inc., a firm of consulting chemists and engineers in New
York, did the testing and evaluaring at i cost of $16,ooo. the luborutory
concluded that none of the coatings tested was capable of producing any
real improvement in over-all performance and therefore none is an ef-
fective means of preventing damage to library microfilm by abrasion in
use.

Bookbinding

A major project, under way since August, 196o, has for its purpose the
development of performance standards for library binding. As of June
3o, 1965, it had cost something over $roo,ooo. Three members of RTSD's
Bookbinding Committee are members of the advisory committee for the
project.

A testing device for evaluating the durability of book bindings has
been developed, and the writing of performance standards for book bind-
ings used in libraries is in process, based on actual use-testing in li-
braries and on simulated use-testing in the laboratory. The scheduled
completion date is January 3r, 1966.

The Council on Library Resources recently approved a grant of
$z4,ooo to finance the design and construction of an improved sewing
machine for binding books. Indications are that books bound with this
improved sewing will hold up as well as those bound with Class A bind-
ing and will open easier and lie flatter. The sewing also allows for wider
inner margins.
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DPE

As one way to fill the information gap on the use of data processing
equipment in libraries, LTP financed the preparation of a series of ar-
ticles on the subject by Joseph Becker which appeared during 1964 and
tg65 in the ALA Bulletin. They covered the following subjects: "The
MEDLARS Project," "Automating the Serial Record," "Automaric Prep-
aration of Book Catalogs," "Demonstrating Remote Retrieval by Com-
Puter at Library/USA," "Circulation and the Computer," "system Anal-
ysig Prelude to Library Data Processing," and "Using Computers in a
New University Library." LTP has also maintained a clearinghouse of
information on plans for the use of computers and other data processing
equipment in libraries, but has not yet planned to offer widespread in-
formation in this field because other agencies have faciliries to do more.

In Days to Come

On September r, 1965, LTP became the nucleus of ALA's new Office
for Research and Development. Undoubtedly many areas of research
having to do with technical services will be identified and acted on. LTP
will continue to maintain its own identity within the new office. It has
set down a long-range program which it hopes ro carry out if sufficient
funds can be found.

This has been a brief review of LTP programs which may have
special meaning to RTSD members. Much work remains to be done.
LTP would like to have RTSD committees, when planning programs or
projects, consider what contribution LTP might make, keeping in mind
the fact that LTP would undertake a project only if it could obtain the
money to finance it and the stafi to monitor it. In turn, the professional
competence of RTSD cornmittee members could contribute greatly to
the success of LTP programs as appropriate. Suggestions from individual
members of RTSD for projects they think LTP might conducr wirh
profit to their work will also be very welcome. All indications are rhat a
long period lies ahead in which mutual assisrance between RTSD and
LTP can be very productive for both organizations.

WHO'S WHO IN LIBRARY SERVICE

A new edition of Who's Who in Library Seruice (the 4th) has been an-
nounced for Fall 1966 publication.

The book is being prepared under the sponsorship of the Council of Library
Associations and other organizations, with an Advisory Committee of Gertrude
L. Annan, Pauline Atherton, Harry Bitner, Robert H. Blackburn, David H.
Clift, Jack Dalton, Elizabeth Ferguson, John A. Humphrey, and Bill Woods.
Lee Ash will serve as Editor, Martha Sullivan as Assistant Editor. It will be pub-
lished by the Shoe String Press of Hamden, Conn., under the general editorial
supervision of John H. Ottemiller.
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Acquisitions in an Age of Plenty*

Mamrrre CHlconrt, Editor
Ulrich's International Periodicals Director t

A T THE 1965 ALA CONVENTION in Detroit, several individuals,
f\ eminently concerned with acquisitions, discussed with the author
some of the exciting developments in the field. As we sat in the Cafeteria
of the Cobo Convention Hall, overlooking the enormous flow of the
Detroit River between us and Windsor, Canada, we made conversational
leaps equal to the distance between the two countries. What is that
distance, you may rightly ask. It is gt/, mlles across the river by bridge or
by tunnel. The tunnel is easily crossed by bus for rcl. But the separa-
tion is greater than the distance in miles, and I think it is also less than
that.

There is a similar parallel to be observed between Acquisitions and
Cataloging Departments. Most of them observe the principle of being
equal but separate. At best they have friendly, neighborly relations; at
worst they are not on speaking terms. Those of us who pay lip-service to
integration of the cataloging and acquisition functions are quick to point
out in self-defense, that in the last analysis, integration of technical ser-
vices must result from an administrative decision.

If this sounds like passing the buck, it is. There is always the little bit
of ego involvement, of letting our own needs set the pace instead of the
needs of the organization. We may do this in the name of the profession,
or of the user, or of some other high ideal. But if we examine the di-
versity of decisions which we make in the name of efficiency, we find as

But how are administrative decisions made? Administrative decision-
making is a vital process, involving free flow of information from and to,
by both staff and line officers of the organization. Many decisions are
made after the fact; that is, the organic stiucture of a vitai library system
tends to d_evelop its own ways of dbing things. When these affect u furg.,
pattern, they must be coordinated, which then involves administrative
decisions. But these decisions are made on all levels and tend to work

* Speech given to the joint meeting of technical services divisions of the pNLA
MPLA at the Denver Convention, September g, 1965.
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their way up and down the line. It is not by top level administrative fiat

that trends in technical services develop, but through the interaction of a

given situation, and the response of librarians to the situation.
What is the situation in which we as technical services librarians find

are in various stages of being operational; regional library systems are be-

ing enlarged wheie they exist, and are being studied where. they do not'

Libraries-are finding commonaliry of interest according to lines of defini

tion other than the traditional ones. And as our body of knowledge grows

II, add concreteness to the recognition of library needs. Edwin Castagna's
request for a survey of national library needs culminated in the stagger-
ing estimate of billions of dollars, even though this sum represents only
the amounts needed to meet minimum standards and omits sorne facets

altogether.
It has been estimated that for every dollar spent on library materials

in institutions of over 5oo,ooo volumes, 550-870 is spent for technical

services staff salaries.l The exact ratio varies according to size of holdings.

ready for use.
Acquiring library material in a constantly-increasing market is not

so muCh a problem of choice by exclusion, but rather a problem of keep-
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ing up with the knowledge explosion. we musr set our sights differently
today to keep up-with the current situation and to prep"tJfor romorrow.
The battles which we as librarians fought in the purt ure not the battles
of today. The watermark of a good librarian engaged in acquisition
work or book selection used to be his ability to choose a few titles out
of some selected fields, and to make them stand as representative of the
thought.of the day. Stringent budget limitations due to nearsightedly-in-
appropriate appropriations precluded wider goals. The tes.rlts of this
narrow selection are evident today in the scrimble for the out-of-print
market, although that is not the only reason. The battle for more realistic
library Jupport has been partially won today. \4y'e are re-focusing our
sights. Today- 

1 qajor challenge in the seleciion and acquisition or li-
brary-material is the bringing into the library sysrem of grlater numbers
o{ publications from all areas, in all languages, and in irany forms, in_
cluding{orms which-look like ephemera bui ^re not. r am referring to
technical- reports which carry hlgh priority informarion in low giade
printed format, foreign government- publications which may be only
available in mimeographed form, if at ill, pamphret-size pr.-ptirrt, which
are never reprinted, as well as the traditionil bobks and microiexts.

one of the attendant^problems is the necessity for awareness of pub-
lications-which appear wiih startling rapidity, ail over the world. rn some
cases of foreign publications-European, African, Asian-the announce-
ments are slow to reach us, and short-run editions are out of print by the
time we hear about them.

Various combinations of methods are used. to combat this situation.
selection assigned to subject specialists, the currenr vogue for blanket or-
ders, appr.oval 

.plans, exchange agreemenrs of the bartei typ" are designed
to maintain reliable and timely selection and an even flow^of information
material. The obvious cor-relative to bringing into the library sysrem
large. quantities of material is that of bibhdlrifhic control to communi-
cate its presence to the potential user.

A measure of the efficiency of a library is the extent of its ability to
provide access to needed sources of information. At this point the reader
may wonder how much longer r can avoid referring to automation of
technical-processes as the panacea. But this is not the iitention of my talk.
Automation of repetitive processes is clearly indicated wherever it is
financially feasible. where lt is not, access to information provided to a
local center by regional and national systems may soon become a reality,
not only for the smallest library bur even for individual specialized useri.
But as we know from 

9.u1 experience with automation, any chain is only
as strong as its weakest link. Let it not be technical services.

\Arhile some of us are automating, others are waiting for the results
or for further developments. still others may take the losition that by
postponing their decisions they will be able to bypass ihis phase of Ii-
brary development and be the first to greet the- repentan^t crusaders
when they return to traditional methods. we cannot ifiord to wait out
the storm. rt is over-simplification to assume that if we cannot afiord to
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automate, we will continue as we are. Nor must we let ourselves be stam-

peded into premature action or be paralyzed by panic. As mature peo-

ple, *. do not easily become overawed by costs, overwhelmed by prob'

i"-r, o, bewildered by possibilities. The answer lies in planning.

And good planning rests on a clear starement of the problem,-including
the se-gmen?s by whlch a general state can be described. While the specific

aspeci of the environment of our various institutions differ, the general

"rrlrrirott-.nt 
which we have in common must be taken into account in

any discussion on planning. In the case of Federal government suPport'

the optative is becoming the Present.
tVittiu.o T. Knox in hii noteworthy address to ACRL at AI-A in

Detroit asked for the establishment of a dialog between the two informa-

tion orientations-the traditional document-oriented library which relies

to a large degree on accumulated records of knowle9S" o1 which the

disciplinis in-the humanities are based, and the information-oriented
systems which rely most heavily on immediate access to current informa-

tion of a very specific nature.
Mr. Knox, who is Chairman of the President's Committee on Scien-

tific and Technical Information, appealed to librarians of taditional

information centers to reappraise their services in terms of the user's

need. He asked us to consider: "lif] a system designed to permit brows-

ing [performs] its other functions as efficiently as ir could in -the 
absence

of"bibwsing, . . . might not a better system, more flexible and responsive

to the usei, eliminite browsing?"2 Whatever the answer, Provocative
questions like this need to be asked. We should have the flexibility of at-

titude to ask them of our own procedures on the ground level- The

reasons must be clear to all of us, but they were illuminated in spectacu-

lar fashion by Mr. Knox. A national network of information systems is

visualized at present, to be made up of two parts: the traditional libraries

and the information-retrieval systems. The traditional library systems are

subdivided by levels of responsibility according to national, regional,
state, and local levels, and within each level according to activity-cata-
loging and acquisitions, and public services.

In the outline of expected areas of coverage, local library systems oc-

cupy the lowest stratum. Local library systems may include s-ch.ool, pub-

lic, college, or university libraries. It is expected that they will "draw on

the regioiral as well as on rhe national library systems and services and col-

lectiois, and yet at the same time have adequate wolking collections to

meet their own high-frequency demands."s This, of course, puts the

problem right back into olrr laps. It is the recognition- that -even 
with the

io.ces woriing toward supporling scientific and technical information

needs and technological c[anges in libraries, we are still faced with im-

proving our traditional methods of service, which plompts oul seeking

for traditional solutions.
We in the technical services operations have responded in various

ways to the accelerated demands in the past. On the strength of the evi-

dence at hand, we have more than just wished for solutions. It is time
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that we integrated our operations so that we can achieve more than
frieldly relations between acquisitions and caraloging units, as weil as
with other library departments. To this end a new approach in library
management is proposed. Libraries have become big business; library
management can look to other large organizarions with profit, r believe.
And while we are on the mid-management level in library administration,
we are managers.

What I am proposing is that we would increase our efficiency of
operation, increase the intellectual content of our work. and minimize the

in a piece of metal as it comes to him. or it is the function of his section
to bolt together two sides of automobile doors. The task is to build auto-
mobiles, and the task of a secrion may be to build, the body. Given a
particular technology, such as conveyor-belt equipment, the worker
might include further functions to tie in with the nieaed resuks.

As we go down the line, or down the pyramid of authority if you will,
earh person knows his assigned function and performs within its limits.
The acquisitions department obtains the material. This is its mandate.
The acquisitions librarian takes measures and makes decisions which
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prepare the required cards. Does he know what effect an error has, and
^on 

ihoml If lie doesn't, he has no need but also no oPPortunity to

exercise his judgment. In terms of the larger unit, to what degree do the

decisions permissible within departmental limits affect other depart-

ments? Shbuld this be our concern? We all have heard dissatisfaction

expressed by one department for another, or at conventions' by on9

type of activity group for another. Are catalogers unhappy with-acquisi
tions librarians? Do ieference or other public service librarians feel that

they or their mission is misunderstood by catalog librarians?
Decision-making by function also results in duplication of work, or

sometimes in unnecessary work, the reason for which lies somewhere in the

past but which is being attributed to current demands by an adminis-

ment by objectives through the task-oriented approach. The most impor-
tant features of this theory are the preParation of a major plan, the
establishing of objectives, and the determination of policies and pro-
cedures by which these objectives are to be realized. It is the approach

is apparent in the close working together of those responsible for the
smallir units, such as cataloging and acquisitions functions, in imple-
menting the larger plan. Communication and cooperation are stressed,
and greater reliance is placed on the individual all the way down the
line. The exercise of individual judgment is a human need, but it is
only possible by the informed person. If the catalog typist or the order
typist is informed about the work flow of which he is a Part, his judgment

will come into play, not only in his increased ability to recognize mis-
takes, but also in his ability to determine what to do about them. It
will not be necessary for him to approach his supervisor with each ques-
tion; thus he attains increased job satisfaction and releases the super-
visor from petty concerns. The success of management by specialization,
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as it is also called, lies in its recognition of human relations as a signifi-
cant factor in increasing efficiency.

Once objectives are determined, the structure of the organization can be
planned. Purpose of organization planning is to divide the rotal task to be per-
formed into manageable and efficient units and to provide for their proper inte-
gration.

Organizational structure must not work at cross purposes with the total task
to be performed. It is interdependent with the technology used, which is one
aspect of organizational planning.

The labor market is fanother] factor to be considered in organizational
planning and may give rise to reorganization.G

even a combination of several of these.

content. The administrative climate in which this rethinking is pos-
sible allows each staff member ro have a part in defining method; to
achieve stated and agreed-upon goals. rt enables him to make decisions
which involve exceptions and change.

When I first thought about a suitable topic for this group, I con-
sidered what I would like to hear about from the point of view of an
acquisitions librarian. The wide range of span of control in acquisitions
departments seems to call for consideration of administrative and fiscal
responsibilities. Sound management policy can and should be applied
not only to what is being done by acquisitions departmenrs but ilio to
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extreme of this last situation is the library which orders all books on

How ready we are can be measured by how willing we are to share

fewer librarians than we thought to cope successfully with our confronta-

on a reg'ional basis that extended to all types of libraries in the region.z
The Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center, and a little later the one
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fessional aspects of the catalog librarian do not rest on the cataloging
codes but on two factors: (a) the construction of the catalog codes in
the first place, and (b) the judgment as to when codes and rules are to
be disregarded, that is, the decisions not to use them. The tradition of
welcoming change, of flexibility and adaptability which characterizes the
librarian in the "Brave New World," is one founded on the exercise of
mature judgment and intellect.
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AGRICULTURE CATALOG

The complete Public Card Catalog of the U. S. National Agricultural Li-
brary is to be published in book form, entitled the Dictionary Catalog of the
N ational A gricultural Library, r86z-r965.

It will cover some r,boo,ooo cards with author, title, and subject cards in a
single alphabet, listing the published information available in the subject fields
of agricultural chemistry, agricultural economics, agricultural engineering, agri-
cultural products and their industrial uses, agricultural societies and organiza-
tions, agricultural statistics, agriculture in general, animal science, forestry,
home economics (except cook books), pesticides and pest control, plant science,
rural sociology and rural life, soils and soil conservation.

The book catalog will run [o about 68 bound volumes with some 768 pages
per volume. Publication will be late 1966 or early 1967 and price about $95e.
For purchase information write the publishers, Rowman and Littlefield, Inc.,
84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. roorr.
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A Survey of OP Buying Practices
Srrrnr-nv G. HnPrur-r-

Chief, Technical Services
State (Jniuersity of New Yorh

CoIIege at Cortland

ITH THE RAPIDLY EXPANDING COLLEGE POPULATION,
libraries have been faced with a host of concomitant problems.

Among them is the need for materials to reinforce new undergraduate,
honors, and graduate courses, and larger course enrollments. More stu-
dents necessitate purchase of additional copies of standard works. Many
titles published before rg3o are unusable because of brittle paper, if they
have not already worn out. Others, perhaps long out of print, have never
been in the library, but are needed now.

Some of these problems have been solved by the advent of the mass-
produced paperback, microprint, xerography, offset, and other modern
printing and reproducing techniques. But, despite the efforts of these
media to fill the demand for out-of-print materials, libraries find that a
startling number of titles must still be sought in the OP market, and
that the millennium when every title is available at reasonable cost still
is distant.

flow are libraries with limited funds meeting expansion require-
ments? Because of a dearth of literature on out-of-print materials, State
University College at Cortland (N.Y.) library decided to survey college
libraries serving a clientele of similar size, with the hope of sharing our
observations for mutual benefit. A questionnaire was sent to r5r
college libraries in the U.S. where the enrollment was between zooo and

35oo.r Ninety-two questionnaires (6o percent) were returned.
The questionnaires revealed that nearly 25 percent of the desiderata

titles were in the social sciences and literature.z In these areas much criti-
cal and interpretative scholarship has not been superseded, and it is
needed as new titles or duplicates under the rapidly-expanding programs
in higher education. The sciences and fine arts were listed as the next
most crucial areas for wanted titles. Because of the proportionately
larger amount of new knowledge in the sciences, out-of-print materials

r As listed in U. S. Ofrce of Education, Educational Directory, ry62/62, pt. g.
z Despite the apparent need in this area, the Foreign Desiderata Publications Com-

mittee in cooperation with ALA and R. R. Bowker Company was discontinued after
one year, because the number of libraries using its services were too few to permit
economies. Cl. American Library Annual, rg6e, p. 16o.
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are needed principally for historical reasons; hence they constitute a
relatively minor portion of desiderata requirements.

Although most librarians said that purchase of second-hand mate-
rials constituted only r-24 percent of the total number of books bought
during the year, over half the libraries reported that these were out-of-
print titles as opposed to used copies of in-print books.

Of six possible sources for obtaining these out-of-print titles, second-
hand catalogs were the most frequently used and provided the largest
number of wanted books. Following in order of use and popularity were
direct contact with dealer specialists, search services, advertising, and
microform and xerography. A few librarians commented that xero-
graphic titles were too expensive and were used only when less-costly
methods fail.

Percentages of desiderata titles found by catalogs, dealer specialists,
search services, and advertising varied considerably. Only slightly more
than half of the respondents obtained more than bo percent of the
desired OP titles regardless of the number of sources used. Although
there appears to be no clear-cut correlation between success in obtaining
desired titles and the number of sources used, two or three, according to
our respondents, yield the best results, and three sources seem to be
preferred.

Comparing the percentage of success with sources used, again no
valid correlation is possible because those libraries claiming 7b-roo per-
cent success in getting their desiderata, and those claiming r-e4 per-
cent success both list search services as first choice of sources. Curiously,
the results of this question are contradictory with the one in which we
asked which sources provide the largest number of desired OP titles.
In the latter, dealer specialists scored higher in the result listing than the
commercial search service.

The final question concerned the use of a competitive bid system. Our
respondents revealed considerable ignorance or negligence in sending
out desiderata lists to several dealers with request for itemized quota-
tions. Forty-nine libraries answered the question; forty-three omitted it.
Three-fourths of the replies indicated failure to use the system; of these
who did some commented that prices varied from 5o-roo percent.

Of the libraries appending remarks to the questionnaire, one reported
that it did no OP buying now, but intended to begin in the near
future; five others said their OP business was very small-almost too
small to report. Two other respondents said they went into the OP
market only when specifically requested to do so by faculty members.

Conclusion

Despite the apparent need for increased out-of-print buying, at least
half the libraries surveyed appear deliberately to have assigned it a rel-
atively low priority. Whether direct or implied, most librarians-perhaps
restrained by budgetary limitations-follow the school of thought that
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emphasizes purchase of new publications whenever a choice between

new and old has to be made. Thus, because of increased demand, certain

important titles, even reprints, will soon be unavailable.
Many librarians showed vagueness about the nature and extent of

their OP purchasing and a lack of knowledge about common practices

which could enrich their holdings. Where certain techniques for getting
OP titles were used, they continued to be used regardless of results.

In short, out-of-print buying remains a catch-as-catch-can business, the

success of which varies with experience and efiorts of librarians in re-
lation to demands of the college served.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON ARCHIVES

The Council on Library Resources, Inc., has made a grant of $35,5oo to the
National Archives and Records Service (National Archives Trust Fund Board),
General Services Administration, to assist in making possible the convening of
an Extraordinary Congress of the International Council on Archives.

With the National Archives as host, in cooperation with the Society of
American Archivists, the Congress will meet in Washington, D. C., from May
ro to rB, 1966. Its overall theme will be "Archives for Scholarship: Encouraging
Greater Ease of Access."

Establistred in June rg48, the International Council on Archives functions
under the auspices of UNESCO. Its membership of national and other archival
agencies and institutions, professional associations, and individual archivists was
originally drawn primarily from the Atlantic Community but has since been
expanded to include most of the nations of Eastern Europe, all of Latin
America, and many of the countries of Asia and Africa.

ICA's purposes include the strengthening of relations among "archivists of
all lands," protection of the world's archival heritage, advancement of profes-
sional techniques, facilitation of the use and study of archival sources, and pro-
motion of desirable international activities in the archival field.

COMPUTER SEMINAR FOR LIBRARIES
A Seminar on Computer Based Systems for Libraries will be co-sponsored

for the third consecutive year by the Division of University Extension and the
Graduate School of Library Science of the University of Illinois. The three-week,
non-credit Seminar will be held from Monday, May 3o, to Friday, June r8,
1966, at the Illini Union on the Urbana campus of the University.

Under the direction of Kern W. Dickman, Assistant Director of the Statisti
cal Service Unit of the University of Illinois, and Hillis L. Griffin, Information
Systems Librarian of the Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Ill., the Semi
nar is designed to acquaint professional librarians with the concepts of computer
programming in relation to library applications. As one assignment, participants
will be encouraged to write a computer program for an operation applicable to
their own libraries.

It is recommended that applicants have completed a minimum of two years
of professional library service. No previous experience with data processing is
expected, nor any knowledge of mathematics. Further information and regis-
tration forms are available from the Seminar Supervisor, rr6b Illini Hall,
Champaign, IIl. The tuition fee for the Seminar will be $re5. Housing will be
available near the Campus.
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The Selective Purchase of Out-of-Print
Books, A Survey of Practices

Sen-tH A. Coor
Assistant Order Librarian

Purdue Uniaersi,ty Libraries
Lafayette, Indiana

t-1-tHE ORDER DEPARTMENT of Purdue University Libraries has in

I the past few years been requested to purchase more and more books
which fall in the general out-of-print category. It seems that as the
University expands its curriculum, our desiderata file grows in corre-
sponding proportions. We have tried with varying results almost all of
the commonly-known methods of securing desired OP material.

It was therefore thought advisable to question other libraries
concerning these methods of selecting and acquiring out-of-print books
and perhaps ascertaining some idea of the success of each; and it was
decided that a questionnaire would be the best method of obtaining
this inforrnation. A good deal of time and efiort went into forming a
questionnaire that would be short and yet yield a satisfactory amount of
information. Unfortunately, even with all of the readings and revisings,
there were several errors in its composition which were brought out by
the answered questionnaires. However, they were thought not serious
enough to spoil the usefulness of the results.

The questionnaire (see below) was divided into four sections. Sec-
tion A was designed to give some indication of the usefulness of desiderata
files to the libraries that maintain them. From Section B we hoped to
learn what libraries did with dealer catalogs within their own library
system. And Section C was included to give some idea of the frequency
of use of other methods of obtaining OP material. In Section D we were
seeking some evaluation of the effectiveness of the various methods cited.

In order to make a random sampling of institutions which would
receive the questionnaire, we used the t96z/6j Library Statisti,cs of CoI-
leges and Universities and divided the libraries, according to the num-
ber of volumes held, into the following groups: libraries with holdings
above 5oo,ooo volumes were designated Group A; libraries with hold-
ings of roo,ooo to 5oo,ooo volumes were designated Group B; and li-
braries with 5o,ooo to roo,ooo volumes became Group C. No libraries
with holdings of less than 5o,ooo were queried, as our budget was lim-
ited and we felt these libraries would not be involved heavily enough in
OP buying to justify the added expense of more questionnaires.
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Of the libraries in Groups B and C listed in the 196z/63 Library
Statistics, every second institution received a quesrionnaire. This to-
taled z7z institutions. From these two groups we received z5r replies or
g2.o7o.Since Purdue's holdings now stand above 5oo,ooo volumes, we
felt we would be justified in sending the questionnaire to all of the
institutions in Group A. These roraled 75 libraries, and from them we
received 68 replies or 9o.6lo. To summarize, a total of g47 question-
naires were sent, and we received 3rg replies or gr.g/o. From this total,
we were able to use BoZ ot 88.71o.

The questionnaires were mailed at the end of June, and two weeks
later one follow-up was sent to those who had not yet responded. Con-
sidering the time of year and its overlapping the ALA Conference, we
felt that the response was good, since we had anticipated a return of
perhaps only 4o percent.

As the answers were received, we key punched the data, along with
other information obtained from the r96z/6j Library Statistics, into
IBM cards. Thus, we gathered much more data than we really needed or
is reported here. Most of the variables from the Library Statistics had
significance only as an exercise in manipulating data and in learning
from actual practice the astonishing capabilities of the modern data
processing equipment.

Since Sections A, C, and D seemed to yield the more salient data,
this brief summary is concerned primarily with these sections. Only the
figures from the combined totals, regardless of size of library, are used in
the two tables. However, charts broken down by size are available to
anyone interested. Variations indicated by size are pointed out in the
following paragraphs. It should also be nored at this point that the data
from Sections A and C are combined in both tables.

Section D is perhaps the mosr important part of the questionnaire
and at the same time the most difficult to summarize. The evaluation of
the numerical ranking in this section was done two ways. One in-
volved sorting the respondents as to how they answered the corre-
sponding "use" question and computing the overall ranking of the ro items
Iisted on this basis (for example, how did rhose answering "yes, frequently,"
or "no, never" to question 5 in Section A concerning TAAB, rank TAAB
as a method of purchasing OP books, etc.). The results here were in-
teresting but did not bring out any remarkable variations in the par-
cgntlge computed by the second method. This was simply a cornpiling
of all the rankings regardless of how rhe corresponding questions were
answered. The reason for little or no variation in the results of the two
compilations can be accounted for by the fact that where a library did not
use, or used infrequently, a means of purchase or selection, it usually did
not give that item a ranking. Thus, the least used methods also received
the most "no" answers.

The two tables included here depict rhe overall use (Table I) and
the overall ranking (Table II) of the various methods of acquisitions.
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From a brief glance at Table I, it can be seen that checking lists against
incoming dealer catalogs and the circulation of desiderati lists to op

use of university Microfilms Xeroxed. books also showed a marked

_ fn regard to TAAB the same type of patrern developed. Ifere more

]rR. a libraries (4gl) reported frequenf use while onfy ry/o of Type

P 
utd rr/o of. the Type C checked 

-frequent 
use. Only aey" ot ali ti-

braries responding repoited some form of use of TAAB-

they pt'rchase Xerox copies. One library wrote that the faculty member
responsible for rhe particular department or subject book fund, was also
responsible for maintaining desiderata files, and some said their desid-
erata file was included in their Outstanding Order File.

Recently I received from one library a detailed account of how it
organizes its desiderata files. This kind of information is not to be found.

for much greater study. It is hoped that the brief report given here
may inspire more comment and criticism, and that better and more
effcient methods of OP purchasing will result.
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THE SELECTION/PURCHASE OF OUT-OF-PRTNT (OP) BOOKS:
A SURVEY OF PRACTICES.

A. DESIDERATA LISTS AND THEIR
USE.

r. In your library, is desiderata list
maintained?

YES

NO

2. Is the desiderata list checked against
incoming catalogs?

YES

NO

3. If answer to No. z is yes, please
estimate the time that elapses be-
tween receipt of catalog and send-
ing of a related order.
I estimate that about - days
elapse.

4. Is the desiderata list circulated to
OP book dealers?

YES

NO

B. SELECTION OF BOOKS FROM
BOOK CATALOGS

7. Do you circulate book catalogs to
instructional departments so that
OP selections may be made there?

YES

NO

8. Do you circulate book catalogs to
persons within the libnry organi-
zation who are responsible for OP
selection?

YES

-NO

g. If your answet to question 8 was
"YES," what is (are) the title(s) of
the responsible person(s)?

5. Is the desiderata list submitted to

TAAB (The Library Bookseller)?

YES. frequentlv

YES, occasionallY

YES, but onlY rarelY

NO, never

6. Is the desiderata list submitted to
the ANTIQUARIAN BOOKMAN?

YES. freouentlv

YES, occasionallY

-YES, but only rarely

NO, never

ro. When catalogs are circulated to
persons outside the library organi-
zation, what is the time that elapses
between your original receiPt of
catalog and sending of a related
order?

I estimate that - days elapse.

rr. When you order OP books from
catalogs, do you request dealer to
hold items until firm order is
placed?

YES

NO

rz. When ordering from catalogs, do

you place firm order before check-
ing item's availabilitY?

YES

-NO

Librar^l Resources dv Technical Seruices
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C. OTHER METHODS IN OP BOOK
PURCHASE

rA. Does your library buy OP books
through book auctions?

_YES, frequently

-YES, occasionally

-YES, but only rarely

NO, never

r4. Does your library buy Op books
through special book buying trips?

YES, frequently

_YES, occasionally

YES, but only rarely

-NO, never

r5. Do you purchase Op books repro-
duced by xerography from Univer-
sity Microfilms?

_YES, frequently

YES, occasionally

YES, bur only rarely

_NO, never

RANK METHOD

The checking of desiderata list
against incoming catalogs.

The circulation of desiderata list
to OP book dealers.

The submission of desiderata list
to TAAB.

The submission of desiderata list
to ANTIQUARIAN BOOKMAN.

The circulation of incoming cata-
logs to instructional departments.

16. Does your library secure OP books
through the purchase of private
collections?

YES, frequently

-YES, occasionally

-YES, but only rarely

NO, never

r7. Does your library rely on gifts and
exchange as a means of obtaining
OP books?

_YES, frequently

YES, occasionally

YES, but only rarely

_NO, never

r8. When placing orders for OP books
does your library resort to the tele-
graph/telephone?

YES, frequently

_YES, occasionally

YES, but only rarely

NO, never

19. For 196z/63 estimate amounts of
monies expended for purchase of
OP books.

RANK METHOD

The circulation of incoming cata-
logs to responsible library per-
sonnel.

Purchase through book auctions.

Purchase through book buying
trips.

Gifts and Exchange.

University Microfilm Xerography
books.

D. YOUR JUDGMENTS OF THE VALUE OF VARIOUS METHODS IN OP
SELECTTON/PURCHASE

Please rank the methods listed below in the order of their judged value. In other
words, for the method which you consider most valuable (i".e.,"most efiective as a
means of obtaining oP book), assign a rank of "one." Assign a rank of ,,two" to the
next most valuable, and rank of "ten" to the method which you judge to be least
valuable.
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TABI,E I TIIE IERCnIT OF lIIE USE O!' AI,I, METHODS OF OP BIJY:ING

t s N U
o o o ts

Agalnst in-

to 0P Book

Llst Sutnltted
to TAAB

List Sutmltted
to Antlqwrlm
Boolcr

UEe of Boolr
Auctl6E

i  . : " ' '  i " .  ' . '  ' ; . ' .  ' ' " "

Use of Booh
Er\ying $:ips

Use of
Unl.verEity
Itlcrofllff

88I{
o6

o

Purchase of
PriEte
Collectlon6

Use of Glf'bs
and
kchaDgeg

F
o
R

- I'requently
- occaslomlly
- Rarely
- Never
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NOMINEES FoR ry66/67

Resources and Technical Services Di.aision

For Vice-president (President-elect):

David C. Weber, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif'
Edwin E. Williams, Harvard University Library, Cambridge, Mass'

For Chairman, Council of Regional Groups-three-year terln:

Paul D. Berrisford, University of Minnesota Library, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Louis A. Schultheiss, University of Illinois Library, Chicago Circle,

Chicago, Ill.

Acquisit ions Scclion

For Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect):

Gerard B. McCabe, University of South Florida Library, Tampa, Fla.
Felix Reichmann, Cornell University Libraries, Ithaca, N. Y.

For Member-at-large-three-year term:

Richard Harwell, Bowdoin College Library, Brunswick, Me.
Robert C. Sullivan, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

Cataloging and Classification Section

For Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect):
Pauline A. Atherton, Documentation Research, American Institute

of Physics, New York, N. Y.
Dorothy P. Ladd, Boston University Library, Boston, Mass.

For Member-at-large-three-year term:

Victor A. Schaefer, University of Notre Dame Library, Notre Dame,

Ind.
Kenneth W. Soderland, IJniversity of Chicago Library, Chicago, Ill'

For Member-at-large-three-year term:

Ruth C. Eisenhart, Union Theological Seminary Library, New York,
N. Y.

Mildred C. O'Connor, Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass.
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Copying Methods Section

For Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect)
William S. Budington, John Crerar Library, Chicago, Ill.
Bernard Kreissman, The City College Library of

The City University of New york, New york, N. y.

Seriak Section

For Vice-Chairman (Chairman-elect) :
William H. Huff, University of Illinois Library, Urbana, Ill.
Thomas E. Sullivan, H. W. Wilson Co., New york. N. y.

For Member-at-large-three-year term:

!l"r-u Cummings, Columbia University Library, New york, N. y.
Elisabeth H. Nebehay, United Nations Library, New york, N. y.

Swiss Book Prices, lg47 -1960

TABLE I
Cost of Living and Book Price Indexes for Switzerland

Book Price Consumer
Ind,ex Price Index

Year SF $ sF$sF

Diferences
in Ind.er

r947-49
r953
r956
r958
r960

Ioo
r28.64
I34.64
r39.58
r54.69

roo
r  r5 .  oo
r28.40
r4z.6o
146.oo

roo
ro5.44
ro8.79
t r z . 9 6
r  14.03

roo
I 14. 40
tr6.zo
I23 .50
125.70

4 . 6 0
2 5 . 8 5
26.62

4o.66

-  . 6o
1 2 . 2 0
I 9 .  r o
20.3O
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An Ordering Procedure Utilizing The
Xerox 914 Electrostatic Process

Rrcneno M. DoucHsnry
Head, Acquisitions Department

and
Seuurr- M. Boour

Chi,ef, Photographic Seraices
Louis Round Wilson Library

Uniuersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Introduction

brought the total typing stafi to two and two.thirds.

General Descripti,on of the New Ordering Procedure
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cards have to be redone.
Before the new process could be installed, the order card itself had to

be redesigned., since we intended to use a direct reproduction technique.

Some pro:vision for including Library of Congress card order information

had. to be included so that we could continue using one copy of the mul-

tiform for ordering LC catalog cards. The form was also redesigned,to

encourage, or at lAst suggest, typing rather than handwriting' The fin-

ished pr-oduct has proven-workabie, but far from ideal; it is too cluttered,

and some space ailbcations have Proven either unrealistic or unnecessary.

is an observant machine oPerator.

Description of the Original and the Reai'sed Ordering Procedures

Typi,ng Procedure

r. Typing-Book and serial orders ar-e-typed on-five-part, multi-

colored,'*nitifor*t. (Three copies are used for internal record k39eing,

one copy is sent to thi vender, ind one copy is used for ordering Library

of Congress cards.)
z. P-roofreading-Orders are proofread to detect substantive erTors.

(A substantioe .116r is defined as any error that might cause a dealer to
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send us the incorrect book; will result in a misfiled, unretrievable order;
or will cause the Library of Congress to send us an incorrect card- These
criteria require the reviser to check only a minimum of items, e.g., first
filing word of the main entry, the catalog number and item number for
items ordered from dealers' catalogs, the edition statement if applicable,
and the LC card number. All other typos are left uncorrected.)

3. Numbering-Order numbers are placed on the order request card.
(The library does not use pre-numbered multiforms, instead a combina-
tion date and order number is employed, e.g., 64fFr4/g3 translates into
the thirty-third item ordered on February 14, 1964. The numbering op-
eration is performed as the multiforms are proofed. Upon completion of
proofing, the cards are batched and dated.)

4. Separating-Disposable, interleaved carbons are separated from
multiform slips and discarded. The slips are then placed in three piles:
r) vender's copy, 2) order number-date file copy, and 3) three copies for
the outstanding order file.

5. Stapling and Arranging by Fund-Three order file slips are stapled
along with the original order request card. (This pack of four slips has
been dubbed the "order pack.") As the order packs are stapled, they are
arranged alphabetically by fund for subsequent encumbering.

6. Stamping Billing Instructions-Special billing instructions are
stamped on all orders to be paid with trust funds.

7. Addressing and Mailing-Orders are arranged by vender, stufied
into window envelopes along with a pre-prepared address label. After
stuffing, the envelopes are batched and sealed. (Address labels for in-
,frequently used dealers are typed as required.)

Xerography Procedure

r. Stamping the Order-Date Number-Order request cards are im-
printed with an order-date number, e.g. r88 Dec r164, the one hundred
eighty-eighth order placed on December r r, r964.

z. Nlounting-Order request cards are mounted six-up on plastic
,plates. The cards ate arranged according to order-date number. (Mask-
ing tape is used as the adhesive. See Figure z. Experience has shown that
ithe masking tape must be replaced once every two weeks.)

, 3. Xerox Machine Operation-The copy indieator is set at 5 and the
ipaper is fed through the gr4. One of the major problems in the machine
ioperation has been the tendenqy of the machine to feed two sheets at
'once. This has been especially true of the white and blue colors. Other
,colors have been tried in an effort to overcome this, but without success.
;The only solution,'so far, has been for the operator tobe constantly at-
: tentivq to the paper tray and observe any misfeeds. It is necessary to
'choose colors that will reflect properly from the "miss-detector" light of
the gr4 in order to prevent serious damage to the machine. As indicated
above, the colored paper used in this process is purchased uncollated.
Collation is done on a machine, and the paper is jogged to stack it as
evenly as possible. To smooth ofi the edges, the paper is then cut to pre-
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cisely g y ro inches and placed in the Xerox tray so that the sequence
of colors is white, blue, pink, cana.ry, and green.

4. Cutting-Th" g X ro sheets are gang-cut into 3 y 5 slips on a
power cutter (Challenge, Model H-rgg). The six resulting piles of slips
are kept separate in order to facilitate collating.

5. Dismantling from Plates-Cards are removed from plates; cards
are retained in order by order-date number.

6. Collating, Stamping Billing Instructions, and Stapling-Venders'
copies are set aside, and if applicable, billing instructions are sramped on
each slip. The order-date file copy is placed in a second pile, and the re-
maining slips are stapled together with the order request card to form the
order pack as described previously. (In the original method, the cards
were batched and each step was performed separately. In the revised pro
cedure, it was found more efficient if the operations were performed in
sequence, one order at a time.)

7. Mailing and Addressing-Same as the original procedure.

Time Data

The diary method of collecting data was used; therefore, all figures
presented below should be viewed with caution. Although each worker
was thoroughly instructed on how to record times, and each, successfully
underwent a week's trial period, the type of errors normally associated
with this method of collecting data apply to this experiment. Table I
summarizes the findings of the time study.

TABLE I

Summary of Times for the Two Ordering Procedures

Operation Description

Average Auerage Time/
Sampl,e Timef ord.er too orilers

Size (In Min.) (In Min.)

Original Proceilure
Typing
Proofing & Numbering
Separation & Date Stamping
Stapling & Arranging by Fund
Stamping Special Billing Instructions
Mailing & Addressing

Total Time

r  168 2 . r2
1619 46
1488 .22
r37r .23
1422 . r r
1999 .27

212

36
27
23
I I
27

336 $6

T 2

3 r
J

23
9

27

Reztiseil, Proceilure

Stamping Cards & Mounting on Plates
Photographing & Cutting
Dismantling from Plates
Stapling & Stamping Billing Instructions
Sorting Orders by Fund
Stuffing, Addressing & Sealing Mail

Total Time

5r  r  . r2
1465 .3r
540 .o3
865 .25
6gg .o9

1999 .27

r05
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Cost Data

Calculating meaningful cost figures produced some unexpected prob-
lems. Experience has shown that either procedure can be successfully
performed by full-time clerk-typists or student assistants and, whenever
possible, student help is utilized. Our biggest problem in utilizing stu-
dents has been one of accessibility, that is, having the students on the job
when we need them. The cost figures assigned represent the hourly pay
rates of the job classification level most likely to perform the operation
e.g., typing and proofing were usually done by a clerk-typist, while ad-
dressing and stuffing were done by a student assistant. Three base hourly
pay rates were used: r; $.S5 for a student assistant, z) $r.ro for a ma-
chine operator, and B) $r.8o for a clerk-typist. Table II summarizes the
comparative labor, equipment, and material costs for processing roo
orders.

TABLE II

Summary of Costs for Preparing One Hundred Book Orders

Old Procedure New Procedure

/s work
performed

/s work
Cost performed Cost

Labor:
Clerk-typist
Student assistant
Machine Operator

Sub-total
Material:

Envelopes & address labels
Five part multiforms
Order request cards
Cost of paper
Misc. (ink pads, rubber stamps, masking

tape, plastic plates, staples, etc.)

Sub-total
Equipment:

Typewriter (deprec. over ro years)
Machine cost (9r4) (.o45/ exposure)
Cost of having paper collated
Bates dater (deprec. over 5 years)

Sub-total
Total

74
z6

7.47
I . 3 I

r.33
.52
.69

36
JJ

3r

8.28

Cost/roo Orders

2.54

.r8"
z.6o
.50

.or

. r8

.50

.43

.o2

3.29

.20

I . I 3

3.78b
. t6
. r 5

.2o 4.og
12.27 7.76

" Average of 6 orders/envelope.
6 Six orders are produced every five exposures, thus less than one hundred exposures

are required per roo orders. This accounts for the difference between $.o45 and $3.78.
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Results of the Study

The study clearly demonstrated the superiority of the xerographic
ordering procedure over the typing proceduie, both in terms of time and
cost. The unit time for preparing roo orders has been reduced over soo
Per cent, and unit cost per roo orders has been reduced from $rz.z7 to
ff7.76, a reduction of gCTo. The new system has given us rhe speed and the
operational flexibility we wanted. We are now able to handle peak work
periods without any undue strain on the sysrem. (As of this wiiting, 43o
orders are the most placed on any one day.)

The new system has enabled us to reassign one full-time typist to a
rtmenu both student assistants have

3 clerk-typist has been assigned new
rrs. (She is now responsible for open-
rforming almost all secretarial duties

Other aspects of our bibliographic operations were also afiected by
the new procedure. Originally, we were concerned with processing orders
only. It did not occur to us that the new procedure could also be idapted
to searching and processing of gifts, standing orders, and blanket order
receipts. Instead of typing multiforms, an order card, previously filled out
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in abbreviated forrn (See Figure r, Card C) by a searche4 is now rePro-
duced by xerography; two copies are made instead of five-one for an
LC card'order if iequired and one for the in-process file (which is inter-
filed with the outstanding order file). Since the cataloger has the book in
hand and has already been informed by the searcher whether or not
catalog copy is available, the only purpose of filing a slip in the in-
process file is to prevent duplication, thus the abbreviated format. (See

is cataloged within four to six weeks, is very low. Only when a work's
processing is temporarily deferred is there any need for placing a tem-
porary slip in the file. Otherwise, all information collected, regardless of
who collects it or when it is collected, should be recorded on some type of
processing form and the work expedited through the processing depart-
ment.

Having all information on the recto of the order card has also proven
useful. No one has to make a decision as to what information should be
transcribed onto the multiform slips. Dealers are occasionally supplied
with the address of an obscure publisher or book distributor where, in the
past, they had to fend for themselves. And we have found that jobben do
not normally qualify as bibliographical sleuths.

Training requirements have been reduced significantly. As very few
orders are typed on multiforms, it is not necessary to have on hand an in-
struction manual. All the typist has to do is to reproduce the information
contained in certain boxes; everything else is ignored.

Can the system be adopted by other libraries? We would answer yes in
libraries where decentralized selection is requisite, as long as the library
has access to a Xerox 9r4, a paper collator (if color coding is used), and
a power cutter, and if the library is willing to discard a few traditionally-
held views on the condition of order copy.

STUDY ON CENTRALIZATION

Florida State University's Library School is making a study of the feasibility
of centralized records systems in Florida's junior college libraries.

Gerald Jahoda, Library Sdrool Professor, said the study will deal with the
practicality of preparing all or some of the junior college records on a central-
ized basis with the aid of data processing equipment.

The study will involve 19 of the colleges in the state. In the first step of the
study, now completed, information about the form, frequency of issue, informa-
tion content, and cost of existing records was collected. In the second stage, cost
estimates will be prepared for the development and operation of a center for
the preparation of acquisition and catalog records.
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The Pamphlet in the University Library

Jecr KrNc, Serials Cataloger

rormerrya,,xtonl#'i;:';?,:!,i[::rT:::,::;,Y:frXY;':,
Uniuersity of loua, Iozua City

rf'tHERE WII-L BE little argument among university librarians over
I their libraries being wertaxed. Increasing student enrollments, the

steady growth of graduate schools, and a phenomenal increase in publi-
cations necessary for research have all combined to face them with de-
mands they cannot always fill. At the same time, scholarly research for
decades to come will depend upon the solutions they find for their press-
ing problems.

One of these problems is the perennial one of how ro handle pam-
phlets which come into the library. These pamphlets cover a bewildering
number of subjects; they may be beautiful examples of the printing art
or scarcely legible products of cheap, ofiset printing. Their authors may
be distinguished literary figures or birely liteiate obsiurities.

The initial reaction of many librarians to pamphlets is that they are
"trash." Flowever, university librarians discover that their idea of "trash"
is a faculty member's idea of research material. Librarians too frequently
judge pamphlets according to standards of literary art; a faculty member
may or may not use such standards. A political science professor visiting
the University of Iowa libraries was delighted to discover that the library
had retained a series of pamphlets whose contents consisted of totally
unrelated sentences brimming with an almost incoherent hate.

Once the librarian is convinced that pamphlets are actually of value
to his patrons, a major hurdle has been crossed. The potential sponsor of
a pamphlet collection will do well to remember that most librarians are
booklovers in the narrowest sense of the term. He may well find his col-
leagues as dubious of starting a collection of pamphlets as they would be
of beginning a collection of worn-out light bulbs. There is little advice
which can be given about overcoming this prejudice; only an active
campaign of re-education, perhaps with faculty help, can erase it.

After the decision has been made to preserve pamphlets, an intelli-
gent acquisitions program must be drawn up. At the present time, such
policies for pamphlets are usually most unsystematic. The following pro,
cedures for a "pamphlet collection" may be only too typical: Specific
pamphlet titles are purchased when requested by the faculty. Unordered
pamphlets are examined by the acquisitions librarian; unaided by any
library policy, he decides if a pamphlet is valuable. Most are rejected
for permanent addition to the collection, but some are senr ro the limbo
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of vertical files in the reference department. The few which do meet the
subjective standards of the acquisitions librarian are forwarded to the
catalog department. There the cataloger decides if they are worth cata-
logttg. Because pamphlets frequently lack important title page informa-
tion and are very nairow in subject content, they are frequently difficult

cance. The undergraduate, using the subject approach, will seldom lo-
cate the piece; the researcher, unaware that the library might possibly
have the piece because of the miscellaneous character of the collection,
never checks the catalog. Even if the researcher did check the catalog, the
Iibrary could not provide the depth which his investigations require.
Such a policy is a poor compromise. Money is wasted on a weak collection
which cannot satisfy the needs of the patron.

However, solutions can be found to the problems of building effective
pamphlet collections. For no library is theie the possibility of collecting
all pamphlet titles published in the United States; the wealthiest could
not afiord to acquire and process them. Obviously, then, library policies
must be adopted which limit the pamphlets desired in the collection.

An almost endless number of plans could be adopted to bring the
costs of pamphlet collecting within the limits of the library budget. Since
the late nineteen thirties, one such plan has been in operation at the
University of Iowa, and it has operated with considerable success in lim-
iting both the acquisitions and cataloging of pamphlets.

Surprisingly, perhaps, the establishment of a workable acquisitions
program has been lowa's most difficult problem in creating a pamphlet
collection. The collection was originally designed to acquire all pam-
phlets distributed in the United States by foreign governments for prop-
aganda purposes during World War II. Records no longer exist to'indi-
cate how active a collecting program was maintained; however, the
collection was begun, and it was expanded to include the pamphlets is-
sued by various domestic groups interested in helping to shape American
foreign policy. The attack on Pearl Harbor drastically reduced the
amount of material received, but the collection still contains the publi-
cations of various special-interest groups concerned with the problems of
drawing postwar political boundaries.

At the end of World War II the collection continued to reflect the
problems in American society. A major such problem was the revulsion
against Communism, and this was shortly the major theme in the acquisi-
tions policy. However, other matters of concern are reflected in the pam-
phlets of this period. Some returning veterans, imbued with a crusading
spirit, turned to pamphleteering as a way of attacking shoddy products,
housing shortages, and high living costs. Some Americans, horrified by
Nazi racial and religious policies, used pamphlets to broadcast the hor-
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rors to their fellow citizens. A few pamphlets, their authors literally
shocked to disbelief by postwar revelations, built logical arguments to
"prove" that the mass murders had never happened. Most pitiful of all
are those which were lovingly published to honor the memory of rela-
tives killed in combat. Sometimes these pamphlets included poems or
stories written by the dead soldiers; sometimes they were simple tributes
written by sad parents.

By tg5o the collection was facing a crisis: the number of pamphlets
being published for American consumption was increasing tremendously.
The problems facing the nation in foreign afiairs were complicated by
rising doubts about internal security and an uneasy awareness that the
Communists in Russia were skillful politicians. The pamphlets received
indicated the confusion among Americans as they realized the dangers of
the postwar world. At Iowa it became obvious that a new political force
was coming into being. Pamphlea began to challenge the views of the
established political organizations in two broad areas: internal security
and foreign policy.

The mounting numbers forced the library to reconsider its acquisi-
tions policy for pamphlets. Prior to this time, the collection had been
thought of as propaganda marerial. This idea sremmed from the original
collection of the propaganda materials deluging the nation prior to Pearl
Harbor, and this theme had been expanded after the war to include
propaganda from any group, foreign or domestic. By rg5o the library
could no longer afford so broad a practice.

About this time a new policy began to take form, which was appar-
ently more of an evolutionary matter than a definite decision. Gradually
the material published by foreign governments for popular consumption
ceased to be collected. Decisions were also made to stop seeking materials
published by the business communiry for propaganda purposes. Em-
phasis was slowly made to center on the publications primarily devoted
to political matters, usually at the Federal level. These issues included
the role of government in business, the conduct of foreign afiairs in the
cold war, internal security, public health, social morality, and others. An
examination of the collection indicated that the major portion of it con-
sisted of pamphlets published by organizations outside of the "main-

was the continuation of the policy aimed at bringing in pamphlets pub-
lished by religious organizations outside the major American denomina-
tions.

It is probably obvious that the acquisitions policy for the Iowa col-
lection has been one difficult to define adequately. For example, what is
a "major, national organization"? What is a "major, American denomi-
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nation"? A serious effort was made to solve these problems. Howevet,

pretation.
Two difierent methods were used to define the collection more spe-

was not desired, because it was available at other libraries within a three

questionable material than risk any possibility of eliminating what would

zation. Letters were written to each explaining the importance of the

were satisfactory.
Material was purchased only when it was felt to be of unusual signifi-

cance to the coilettion and was unavailable through gift. Such purchases
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arose.
The initial solution was to organize the material through filing under

the name of the publishing organization; in cases where this was un-
known, the pamphlet was filed under Library of Congress subject head-
ings. This system proved to be unworkable. The first difficulty was that
the filing by the name of the publishing organizarion did nor provide for
finding the material through the names of individual authorJ. A second

During the Korean War a card file was started of organizations whose
published material would fit the collection. This card file was larer ex-
panded to include "see" references to carry the patron through successive
otganizational name changes. A few authors' names were also entered,
although no systematic policy was followed. This card fi.Ie, when com-
bined with the services of an experienced curator, served the patron quite
well. However, illness and transfers resulted in a turnover of curators
rapid enough to impair service to the patron. It takes one or two year$
for a curator to become familiar enough with the collection to wring the
most service possible out of it. By 196z the method of subject filing had
completely broken down, and the actual filing of material consumed an
extraordinary amount of staft time.

The first step in improving service was to file as much material as
possible under some form of author entry; if possible, under the name of
the organization whose views it represented. If the piece seemed to rep
resent no particular organization, it was filed under the name of the au-
thor. If no author could be found, the piece was filed by title. Less than
five per cent of the material had to be filed by title.

The second step was to provide some kind of cataloging for the ma-
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idea was then dropped as being too rigid.
It is debatable whether Library of Congress subject headings or a

special subject list should have been used. The LC headings were decided
uPon, even though they frequently proved to be too general or outdated,
for two reasons. It was hoped that the subject cataloging could be used
when the time came to cattlog the collection fully. Also the University of
Iowa libraries make an efiort to educate their patrons in the use of LC
subject headings, which are used with practically no variation in the
public catalog. It was felt that an undergtaduate, skilled in the use of the
public catalog,, should be able to apply his training to using the pamphlet
subject catalog.

For the researchers an author catalog was constructed. Most of the
main entries consisted of corporate authors, since the majority of pam-
phlets did not list individual writers. The standard cataloging practices
were followed for "see" references and added entries.

The cataloging shortcuts consisted of minimizing the number of sub-
ject headings, eliminating notes, eliminating classification, and making
no searches beyond the piece being cataloged.

This system of cataloging allowed for speed, one cataloger preparing
146 titles a day. One reason for this speed was that a pamphlet cover
often carries a great deal more information than does a book title-page.
Sixty-one per cent of the pamphlets at Iowa could be cataloged by exam-
ining the covers with only a cursory inspection of the contents. The cata-
loging has one major deficiency: nothing aPPears in the main catalog of
the library to guide the patron to the collection. For the researcher this is
probably not of any particular importance, but the collection could
conceivably completely escape the notice of an undergraduate Patron.

librarian is doing a disservice to scholarship.
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The Economics of Book Catalog Production
Rospnr M. Hevns

School of Library Serai,ce
Uniaersity of California at Los Angeles

Rer,prr M. SnonrNrn
Informatics, Inc.

and
D,c,uo C. Wrnnn

Stanford Uniaersity Libraries

method must supply, and the relationship to typographical quality. It
discusses the particular needs of Stanford University and presents the
results of the application of these equations to the Stanford Undergradu-
ate Library. It comments on the areas of intellectual judgment involved
in designing a catalog.

A. The Rationale for a Booh Form of Catalog

The development of the library catalog has paralleled the growth of
libraries. As libraries have increased in size and complexity, the difficul-
ties in finding books easily and quickly-by author or title or subject or
form-have similarly increased, and have forced librarians to a con-
tinuing exploration of more efficient cataloging forms and formats.l The
recent problems of libraries, resulting from the increased volume of pub-
lication and the widened interest in world literarure on the parl of
scholarly communities, are not really new. But the need to solve ihem is
urgent, as library systems expand rapidly and as collections increasingly
are counted in hundreds of thousands or millions of volumes. Just as
size, economics, and demands for better service are forcing libraries into
branch systems, so they are forcing library catalogs into various combi-
nations of card and book listings and away from the ideal of a single
master file. The reasons are clear:

r. The need to haae catalogs at affi.liated libraries: the growth of the
"multi-versity," as well as public and county library systems, has led to
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the provision of duplicate catalogs-such as have been used for the
severil campuses of the University of California or for the Los Angeles
County system-and the production of duplicate catalogs is most feasible
in book form.

z. The size and complexity of any si'ngle li,brary catalog itsefi: t}re
larger libraries are literally outgrowing their space for card files, and
catalogs are getting too large to be used easily and effectively. This has
Ied libraries to turn toward the book form to ease the physical Pressure
-and the book form of catalog seems particularly suited to materials
selected for secondary access or auxiliary collections.

g. The heaay turnoaer of booh titles uithin one collection.' with the
large efiort required to interfile new cards and withdraw older records,
libraries dealing largely with current publications (increasingly since
r95r) have been prompted to turn to the mechanically-produced cata-
log, and again the book form is most convenient for automated output.

4. The need for consolidated catalogs of holdings, eaen on a single
campus: since inter-disciplinary growth complicates the formerly rather
clear division among major departmental libraries, union lists of cur-
rently-received journals and joint catalogs of science holdings are in-
creasingly useful when there is a dispersion of resources-and these lists
and catalogs are most practicable in book form.

g. The need f or multiple copies of the catalog for distributi'on ouer a
single campus because of the uery heaay and wide use: agair:^, the easy
reproduction of the book-form catalog makes it attractive.

At the same time, a radically diffierent machine technology is avail-
able to meet these requirements. Thus, despite the greatly-increased
magnitude of the problems, there may well be less of a gap between them
and the ability to meet them than has existed for well over a hundred
years. This fact gives administrators a greater possibility than ever before
to meet their service requirements. The question which must be an-
swered is this: How should the available technology best be used?

B. Methods for Producing a Book Form of Catalog

To answer this question requires careful, detailed, comparative anal-
ysis of the various methods for producing a book catalog. The approach
presented in this paper is an analytical one (as contrasted with that of
a case study.) It therefore starts by defining those quantitative variables
which are significant in evaluating the cost of producing a book form of
library catalog and the quality of the resulting product. It analyzes each
method into its component productive operations and develops equa-
tions which relate their costs to the significant variables.

Specifically, the cost of producing a book form of library catalog and
the quality of the resulting product are functions of three classes of
variables or constraints that must be related to each other: (r) the
characteristics of the collection to be cataloged, (z) the characteristics
of the published catalog, and (3) the characteristics of the production
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method. The important variables in each of these classes have been
defined and are listed in Tables z and 3. Where possible, normal or
typical values are presenred for each, but o"nty for the sake of illustration
and particular application in the Stanford Library example presented
in Sections E and F.

Regardless of the particular method chosen, the production of the
book catalog requires the following component sreps:

r. Provision of the bibliographical-entry citation.
z. Input of the citation and duplication for the required number of

catalog entries.
3. Editing of the input ro correcr errors.
4. Sequencing or sorting of the new entries so as to put them into the

appropriate order with respect to the existing catalog informa-
tion.

5. Merging the new material with the existing catalog information.
6. Creation of the new page masters from which the catalogs will be

produced.

7. Reproduction, collating, and binding to produce the requisite
number of catalogs.

Table r is a block flow diagram illustrating the sequence of these
operations with respect to the various catalog production methods.
(The numbers in the boxes key the relevant sections of Tables 4-ro in

methods for page-master creation, there are a similar number of choices
that can be made.

For each of the processing stages, a number of functional equations
have been developed expressing the time and cost in terms of the char-
acteristics of the collection and the catalog to be produced. These are
presented in Tables 4 through g. The cosrs of offset reproduction have
been expressed in tabular form in Table ro, rather than as an equation,
to reflect the many variables involved: weight of paper, type of re-
producing master, number of pages printed per run, nature of binding,
etc.

C. The Allocation of Costs

In these equations, the cost per unit time for personnel is based on a
normal wage per hour for people performing that category of job. For
equipment, the "per hour cost" is derived from its purchase and operat-
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ing costs over the life of the equipment. Indirect, or ouerhead, costs are

for purposes of this study not considered, in either case. Particular care,
therefore, must be taken in this area. First, the use of "per hour costs"
assumes full-time use of the people and equipment, either in direct pro-
duction or in alternate useful work. Second, overhead costs have been
deliberately excluded because methods of allocating burden vary so
widely. As a result, the relatiae costs of the various production methods
may be different, depending upon whether overhead is considered.

Though these restrictions in the methods of estimation may seem
arbitrary, they should not create a great problem for the individual
using them. Even in their present form, these equations will at least pro-
vide "order of magnitude" estimates which will help people decide
whether they are interested at all. If there is interest, a small number of
rates may need to be specially determined to obtain more accurate
estimates.

The operations listed above as required to produce a book catalog
can be grouped into three categories: maintenance of the information
file to be made into the catalog; creation of the catalog page masters;
and reproduction of copies of the book catalog. The maintenance activi-
ties include introducing and duplicating new citations, merging them
into the master file, changing records to correct errors, and deleting
records for obsolete citations.

The requirements for maintaining the catalog information file are
virtually the same regardless of the final form of the catalog-card or
book. The costs of the operations in this category will be incurred sim-
ply to have available the information about the collection and, there-
fore, one may question whether they should be considered as a cost of
book-catalog production. They are included to ensure a uniform treat-
ment of all sources of cost. [fowever, in establishing a true picture of the
cost of the book catalog, particularly in arriving at a selling price for it,
these catalog maintenance costs should probably be handled separately.

Furthermore, certain costs, such as those involved in key-punching,
may become absorbed by other major functions. For example, an auto-
mated acquisition process within an integrated system would also take
advantage of the key-punching and could therefore be assigned some
proportion of those costs.

Creation of the catalog page master is, of course, a function whose
costs are wholly assignable to the production of a book catalog. These
costs are dependent upon the number of pages created and, thus, upon
the total size of the collection and upon the catalog-page layout chosen.
Similarly, the reproduction operations are concerned solely with the pro-
duction of a book catalog. Reproduction costs consist of a fixed setup
charge plus a "per-page copied" charge and, thus, are a function of the
number of pages in the catalog and the total number of copies produced.

Because these variable costs are directly atmibutable to the publica-
tion of the catalog and are almost solely a function of the number of
copies, it would probably be advisable to print only that number of
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copies for which there is a guaranteed market. This obviously includes
those used in the library itself; it mav also include those distributed to
other departments. Those which are anticipated for sale to students and
outside the library should be estimated very conservatively-the addi-
tional spread of fixed costs over a large printing just does not compen-
sate for the gamble with large variable costs.

Due to the large number of equations available for each stage in the
production process, no attempt has been made to discuss each possible
alternative set of procedures for the production of a book catalog. In-
stead, a limited number of selected methods have been applied to the
Stanford University Undergraduate Library as an example.

As shown in Tables r5, 16, and q, the analysis of the Stanford Uni-
versity Undergraduate Library demonstrates tJrat, if only the actual
utilization of the computer installation is allocated against library usage,
the computer is a very efficient approach to standard library technical
operations. It must be recognized, though, that the actual amount of
usage of the computer is very low and certainly not sumcient to justify
a computer installation by itself.

The computer approach is of additional value if consideration is
given to the possibilities of special bibliographies, easy catalog revision,
integration with acquisitions, and similar frnge benefits. Ilowever, costs
should not be allocated to these "intangible" benefits unless they are
actually included in the design from the beginning. In other words, a
system must be completely justified on the basis of all economic con-
siderations involved in its own operation and not on some larger system
considerations, "possible" extensions, intangible benefits, and similar
arguments. On the other hand, if a system is judged as economically
competitive on its own merits, then rhe fringe benefits are of great sig-
nificance. The results of this study indicate that the use of a computer
for production of a book catalog is competitive, and therefore the ex-
tended possibilities which it provides should be given consideration.

D. Quality of Typography

Before discussing the Stanford example in detail, some summary dis-
cussion of the over-all characteristics of catalog production should be
presented. With respect to methods of reproduction, it was found that
ofiset is the only useful one to be considered as a result of the relatively-
small printing volume. Ofiset reproduction can provide a quality of re-
sult which for most applications is competitive with that of hot-type
printing. The only applications in which hot type would be preferable
are tho6e in which a high degree of pictorial quality is required or in
which the volume of reproduction is on the order of 2o,ooo or more
copies. Because the cost of a copy of the book catalog is nearly linear with
respect to the number of pages it contains, it is a direct function of the
density of entries per page. This entry density in turn is a direct function
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of the number of characters or lines per entry and the character size (or
reduction ratio) utilized.

Because it is desirable to get the maximum number of entries on a
page, set-up for the page master by "shingling" is, in general, superior
to the "side-by-side" approach. The only application in which this would
not be the case would be the one in which the information was located
on the card in a manner such that no reduction of white space could be
obtained by shingling.

The quality of the typography and the number of fonts available for
use in the production of the book catalog have an efiect upon the cost.2
In general, the greater the typographical quality required, the more ex-
pensive the creation of the page master. At the same time, the better the
typography, the higher the entry density thar can be provided on the
page, thereby reducing the total number of page masters required and
the cost per copy of the book catalog produced. However, though the
higher quality typography does allow a more dense catalog, the efiect is
not great enough to overcome the higher costs involved in producing
the page masters. The major justification for the higher-quality typog-
raphy, therefore, must be greater user satisfaction or utilization. Table
r r shows he relation between the production method and the typog-
raphy available.

Tables 12, rB, and 14 provide, in approximate order of quality, sam-
ple pages of book catalogs produced by various methods. Table re is a
sample page by Fotolist prepared by the Econolist Company. Virtually
the same final results can be obtained from a sequential camera or from
"shingling"; in either case, the page quality depends on the typing equip-
ment used to enter the information on the cards-Justowriter, Varityper,
etc.

Table r3 is a page produced by IBM using the r4o3 printer with the
upper and lower case print chain. Table r4 is a tabulator printout. (In
all typing applications, but especially with machine printing, for a good
quality page it is important to have clean type and use a new ribbon.)
In Tables r3 and r4, subject headings in a different fonr have been strip-
ped in. This improves the appearance of the page and is relatively in-
exPensrve.

E. The Needs at Stanford Uniaersity

In looking forward to the opening of a new Undergraduate Libtary
in the fall of r966, the librarians of Stanford University began discussion
in 196z of the forrnat and desirable features of the catalog for this library
which will serve most undergraduate needs. There was general feeling
that, because of the decentralized nature of undergraduate instruction,
housing, and library services, no conventional card catalog would be
quite as useful as a portable printed book catalog. The ideal was to be
able to issue to every incoming student a catalog of the holdings of this
core collection at the same time he received his catalog of courses of in-
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struction. Although slight educational advantage might be gained from
having the author and title part of the undergraduate catalog in book
form, the subject part of the catalog would on the other hand certainly
be a most useful book when issued in many copies. "Such a tool in the
hands of each college student would become the first bibliographical
reference work with which the aspiring scholar would be expected to
become thoroughly familiar. From this bi,bliography of one library the
junior and senior would move up to the use of more specialized bibliog-
raphies in the area in which he is working."a

In a library building with some 16oo seats on three large floors, each
divided into four major areas, the collection is widely scattered. To en-
courage the general education which is a major goal at Stanford, it was
decided to inter-shelve the required reading with the general collection,
marking the assigned books of limited circulation with some visible sign
to indicate their limited duration of circulation. (Required reading
where the library has too few copies to serve all students from public
shelves would, however, be serviced from a control desk.) This inter-
shelving will make it essential for the student to work from classified
shelves, being directed there by the catalog. Thus a student will use the
catalog heavily, and catalogs in each major part of each floor of the
building would seem to be required in one form or another. Although
subject directories can be of some use, the index to the entire library
should be in each portion of the building, because a student in his un-
dergraduate years is of necessity crossing major disciplines. He will do at
least some sampling of the literature in all fields; an index or catalog
restricted to one major subject field would stultify the student's educa-
tion.

There is not only the need for several catalogs in the building. Cata-
logs would also be useful in the offices of departments of instruction, in
several administrative offices, at a number of service points in libraries,
and, of course, the chimeric image still persists of issuing each student his
catalog of the core collection.

The extra costs of a book catalog over the traditional card catalog are
justified if the service of the library to the student body is markedly im-
proved. When there is simplicity of organization of and access to the
library collections, the library is a more efficient instrument of teaching.

F. Applications to Stanf ord Uni.aersity Undergraduate Li,brary

The initial holdings of the Stanford Undergraduate Library are plan-
ned to comprise some 4o,ooo titles (6o,ooo volumes). Additional titles
are anticipated the first few years at the net rate of ro,ooo per year, with
roo,ooo titles in the ultimate collection.

This represents, therefore, an ideal example on which to illustrate
the application of the general approach presented in Section B. To do so
requires the specification of the quantitative characteristics of this par-
ticular library. These are listed below. Other parameters, such as equip-
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ment speeds, personnel rates, error rates, etc., are taken at the estimated
norrnal values listed in Tables e & 3.

The organization and physical characteristics of the book catalog
have been decided, insofar as possible, on the basis of criteria external
to the intellectual content. In particular, individual subsection volumes
should be of a size to be carried in a typical 3-hole notebook, should
cover related subject fields-referencing a shelf area in the library-so
as to be useful as a study volume, and should be reasonable enough in
cost to be sold to the individual student.

- 
4o,ooo (4oK citations to start with)

: o (all new entries in the system)
: r8o (average citation length, r8o characters)
: t (r subject code, r author, and r title

per citation)
: 5oo (2o volumeg r3oo pages, 5oo copies)
: rro (catalog rio lines per page)
: 2 (catalog columns per page)
: 6o (catalog column-line length 6o characters)

: IO,OOO
: 4O,OOO

: IO,@O

increased by ro,ooo each year

Calculations were camied out using equations in the Tables for the
following methods: shingle layout of Library of Congress cards; sequen-
tial camera; tabulating record equipment; and computer utilizing upper
case only, upper and lower case, and photo-composition. The- particular
equations represent the preferred approach within each method, based
upon considerations of cost and of simplicity of operation. Within each
method the appropriate values from above and from Tables z and g
were substituted, and the equations solved for the time and costs re-
quired for each operation.

Tables r5-r7 summarize the costs calculated for the first, second, and
fifth years. It must again be emphasized that because of the choice made
for costs of personnel and equipment, these figures represent direct costs
before the allocation of non-productive time or of overhead. The equa-
tions will, of course, permit the use of burdened rates instead.

The results of this calculation were encouraging. The next step was
a cost comparison conducted at Stanford of the card catalog and the
book catalog in the particular setting of Stanford's library. For the test
to be fair, it was decided to compare three complete card catalogs (one
on each floor of the building) with fifty copies of the book catalog (dis-
tribution is suggested in Table r8). It should be added that the size and
configuration of the building seemed to urge complete card catalogs on
each floor; and, in addition, it could hardly have been a fair comparison

First Year:

V,l
Vmr
1/

V o : l / " : l / ,

V cop

Vpt

Vo.
Vu^

Second Year:
Vu
Vnr

Succeeding Years:
Vq
Vn,
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continue to rise, it may be hoped that improvements in computer tech-
nology and printing rechniques will hold these e*penses to m;re modest
rncreases.

- In a meeting held December gth, 1964, Stanford Universiry admin-
istrators regarded the costs of the book catalog as reasonable in relation
to its value, and it was decided to proceed with the book catalog for
the Undergraduate Library.

G. Judgments in Designing a Library Catalog

-In selecting the form of a library catalog there are various judgments
to be made. First and foremost, the intellectual values must be siudied.

the total requirement.
An even greater lack exists: there has been exceedingly little efiort to

understand_ fully the human elements in the use of library catalogs. For
example, almost nothing exists on the "human engineering" of the cat-
alog as a gross instrument for assisting an intellectual efiort- This needed
type of study is exemplified by "Report on a Study of Behavioral Facrors
in Information Systems," conducted by.John A. Postlev and Gary Carlson
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of the Advanced Information Systems Department of Hughes Dynamics

in 1963; and R. W. Trueswell, "User Beliavioral Patterns and Require-

*.ttit ind Their Effect on the Possible Applications of Data Processing

and. Computer Techniques in a University Library" (Ph.D. dissertation,

logs" issued by the American Library Association in 196z.7
Once the intellectual values of the content and the format design of a

catalog can be determined, there is a further question of the number of

copies required-the advantages of multiple location. Th. - need and

vaiue of this duplication can only be determined through a- local study

of the means of communication in a campus geography, as in any com-

munity as an ecological environment. It requires weighing of ease of ac-

cess and time-access factors with costs.8
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Table I

FLOI{ CI'ART SUMMARY OF BOOK CATALOC PRODUCTION METHODS

ry
Congreas  card
t .  t

citation

duplicate s

t . l

duplication

Reproduc t ion

cardg
Keypunch code
z . z , 2 . 3

c a m e r a

6 . 4 , 6 . 5

printer
6 . ?  , 6 .  8
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Table 2

QUANTITATIVE PARAMETERS

Variable Quantit ies -- Gharacterigtica of Catalog Produced

Vff = eize of trangaction fi le, number of new citationt

VmI = eize of total collection (maeter f i lel, number of
citations

V" = average number of characters p€r citation

U.o, = number of catalog copiea

Varro" = error rate; percent of citation errorg

Va = average number of autbors per citation

V" = average number of subjects per citation

Vt = average number of t it les Per citation

V""f = number of characters per author eort f ield

V""f = number of chalacters per aubject Eort f ield

V,"f = number of characters per tit le eort f icld

Vah = number of author headings per author entry

V"h = number of subject headinga per Bubject entry

Vth = number of title headings per title entry

Vahl = number of charactera per author heading

Vehl = number of characters per subject heading

Vttt = number of characters pe! t it le heading

Vcfel : cards per frame for shingle layout

Vcfssl = cards per frame for side-by-aide layout

Yurof" = number of fonts per author entry

EotiEated
normal values

180

3

I

l 5

z0

r 5

0

. 0 6

0

30

30

z l

z
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Table 2, .Quantitative Parametere (Cont'd)

' 
linoft

' l i no fs  -

tab b

rcm

cma

pr

c P

cmct

ppcr

vt"b

E stimated
normal value s

z

z

I

50

. 2 5

I l 0

z

8000

2000

zo

z

I

logrO( l0Vrr)

60K

t4K

6K

Urrr" = number of pages per sheet side

t*"" = number of passes per copy sheet aide

Vrd = number of characters per magnetic tape designator

Mach ine  Speede (K  =  1000)

Ssor t  =  card  so l t  speed in  genses  per  hour

s
c o r

s . .P

sirt

st.b

s
t t

c- k d

number of {onts per tit le entry

number of fonts per subject entry

blank l ines per ently (tabulator)

column line length, number of characters pe! I ine column

column line spacing, number of blank column lines per
column line

= page spacing, number of l ines per page

= number of columns per page

= number of computer core locations

= number of core locations used by print program

= number of columne for tabular method - - oequencing
within citation and gang punching ( sort and control)

= card collator in cards per hour

=  card  reproducer  in  cards  per  hour

=  card  in te rpre ter  in  ca lds  per  hour
(wil l not be needed unless different p!ocedure)

= card tabulator in carde per hour

=  apeed o f  tape typewr i te r  in  charac ters  per  hour

= keypunch duplicatlon speed in charactera per hour

6K

29K

65K
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= photon  speed in  charac te ls  per  hour

=  l ino f i lm speed in  charac ters  per  hour

=  l i s tomat ic  epeed in  cards  per  hour

=  computer  p r in te !  speed in  l ines  per  hour  (1403)
upper  and lower  case
uPPer  caae

= card switch time for keypunch, bour per card

= computet card read time in cards per hour

=  computer  pape!  tape read t ime in  charac tere  per  hour

= comPuter PaPer tape punch time, charactera per hour

: t ime per font change (l inofi lm), hour per change

= read speed o f  l ino f i lm tape conver te r  computer ,

s .
p}lot

s . .
r lno

R
1 1 S  I

s" -P

s""

s
cmc

Scmt

s
cpr

slirof"

s
recon

Estimat€d
normal valuec

29K

l8K

l4K

l4K
36K

. 003

48K

1800K

540K

. 0003

42OK

I4OK

t .  ?

3

7K

7K

. oozs

. 0008

. 0 0 1 5

charac ters  per  hour

S. - ._ . -^_  =  punch speed o f  l ino f i lm tape conver te r ,  l i no
wr lc  on

charac ters  per  hour

Mach ine  Conatan ts

Csor t  =  senaeo per  co lumn sor t

Clroo = computer codea per l inofi lm code

Manual Rates

M, = manual typing rate in characters per hour

Mk = manual keypunching late i.n characters per hour

Mt

M

M. "

= f i xed  sor t ,  co l la te  t ime,  hou!  per  en t ry

=  var iab le  sor t ,  co l la te  t ime,  hour  per  card

= ca ld  swi tch  t ime,  hour  per  card
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Table 2, Quantitativg Patametera (Gont'd)

Mel = sidc-by-sido layout t ime and ehinglc layout t ime,

Mpt

hour per card

= photo layout t ime, hour per framc

Mcheck = check charactorq per hour

Pr icce

PLCt = price for f iret Library of Gongrcrc l lbrary card

PLC. = price for each extra Library of Congrcrr l ibtary card

Eltimarcd
normal value r

P
mo

F""

P
Pc

P
a

P .
lo

P .
tm

P
PaPor

P
ru

Po"P

P
m c P

P
E

p-  gcP

Pfotd

P .
r c P

P

P""P

= pricc por citation sourcc material multi l i t l  duplication

= prlce pcr card catalog card

= EAM price per card

See Tab le  I0

. 0 0 t 7

. 004

l8K

$ . 0 ?

$r 05

$ .  r 7

$ .0045

$ . 0 0 r

$ . 2 0

.  7 r

l tr ip in coEt

fixed price per offset master

fixed price per multi l i th maater

paper price per copy Bheet Eide

run Prrce Per Paaa

offset price per copy page

multilith price per copy page

gathering price per sheet sidc

gathering price per copy page

folding price per sheet eide per fold

folding price per copy pa.ge per fold

cutting price per sheet side pGr cut

cutting Price pe! copy page per cut
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Equipment

IBM Card Punch #26

IBM SortGr #83

IBM Reproducet  #5 I4

IBM Gollator #85

IBM Tabu la to r  a0? (p6  co l .  )

Tape Typewriters
DBM Dura Machine l0
Friden Flexowriter
Friden Justowriter

Punch unit
Print unit

Invac TMP-200
Smitl Corona Typetronic
Fairchild

Line Gomposer (Vari -typer)

Photon Keyboard

Linofilm Keyboard

Photon Photo Unit

Linofilm Photo Unir

Linofilm magnetic to paper
tape converter

Sequential Gameras
Foto-List (Vari -typer)

Listomatic (Kodak)
Gornpoe -o-Line (Lithoid)

Table 3

EOUIPMENT G6TS

Rate

1 0 0 0  s e n s e s / m i n

100 carde /min

240 cards  /min

100 cards /min

l 5  c h a r / s e c
8  c h a r / s e c

8 char /sec
1 5  c h a r / s e c
30 char /sec

manual

manual

manual

8  char  /sec

5 char /sec

40 Linofi lm
c h a r / s e c

120 cards lmin
230 cards  /min
120 cards  /min

Coe t

$ 60/month

t  I0/month

I  l0/month

125 /month

400/month

3 , 3 0 0
2 , 4 0 0

3 , 1 5 0
z , 9  L O
4 , 3 0 0
4 ,295

J ,  t o )

1 8 , 5 0 0

t 8 , 5 0 0

4 0 , 0 0 0

44 ,950

6 0 , 0 0 0

1 8 , 5 0 0
2 0 , 5 0 0
1 3 , ? 0 0

Inferred
C ost /Hour

$  . 3 5

. 7 0

. ? 0

. 4 ,

2 . 4 0

. 4 0

. 3 0

.  J )

. 3 5

. 5 0

. 5 0

. 3 5

z . z 0

2 . 2 0

4 . 7  5

5 , 3 5

? .  1 5

2 . 2 0
2 . 4 5
r .  65

l  00 .  00IBM l40 l  Coml ro te r  l l  m i l l i eeconds
a c c e s s  t i m e (  l )

( I) Rates are dependent upon function performed
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Table 4

SOURCE MATERIAL ACQUISITION EQUATIONS

I . I

$ " " .  =  cos t  o f  L ib rary  o f  Congreae input

= vtfr,cr

$f,Ca = cost of Library of Gongreae duplicatr!

=  V t fPLCe(Va+VE+Vt - l )

1 '

Tt. = time for typing input

= vtf(Mc8+vc/Mt)

1 . 3

$-U = coet of multi l i thing duplicate!

= vtf-a
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Table 5

CITATION DUPLICATION EQUATIONS

z . l

D.
le

D.lc

= average number of type cards per tyPe entry

v /(80 -v .  )+v.- +v
tab' ih tab b

= number of type cards per citation

= D . x V
l e i

z . z

T
tc

T*" = keypunch time for tabulator cards in hours

r
= vt f  l (vc+ E v i (vtab )) /Mk+(( .8 v.vc)-vc) /skd

L  i = a , 6 , t  i = a , E , t

+ E D,-S--+V, . ,  Urotr / ** l
i = a , " , t  

t c  c "  l , ' r  r u  '  
" l

Tr"pro = time for reproducing eort f ielda

= v - E  D .  / s
t l .  rc  reP

l = a , a , t

$ctab = card stock cost for tabulator apprech

= v t fo " .E  D i .
'  i = a ,  a ,  t

= tyP€ card time

=Vtf.E l(t"*ur"tror)/r'r,+r'r""lv.r = 4 ,  s , r  L  I

$-  =  card  s tock  cos t  fo r  eequent ia l  camera  approach
c  aeq

= vtfPpc(va+vs +vtlvc /3vlcm
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Table 5, Citation Drplication Equations (Cont'd)

2 . 3

T"r" = keypunch tlme for typed carde

= t*r3., 

", .(vt"f  

/Mk*s"")vi

2 . 4

Tk"" = koyproching time for carde to computer

r  r .  r l= t* 
Lt"*r?., 

"ul(urrr*urrrttttJ 
lr/\+s""/8( J

$ccmpt r  =  card . tock  co l t  fo r  computer  approach

= v,f 
,.(v.+v" 

+vr) 
[ 
t +int' ea"t t u" *r?r, 

", 
rur"r] 

/ 80)

T,," = Op" typcwriter input t ime to computer

= udu"*r3, 
r,, 

(vi"r*vi51'r"lvr] r lr"r,
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Tablc 6

EDI,TING EQUATIONS

5 .  I

Tetab = t ime to tabulate card deck

t l= |  E  (D.  +v . - )v .  l v . - /s .  .
L i = a , s , t  r e  r h  i J  t t  t a D

T."k = error edit t imes for keypunch cards to tabulator

=vtlv.*.1 
.(vihvihr*Vi"r)vi)/M.h."k"  i = a , s , t  

- "

Tr .o ,  =  t ime fo r  tab  cor rec t ion6

= TkaV..rot

3 . 2

Tect = time for editing for typed cards

f _ 'r
= 

L ,="., ",.(v"*vihvihr)vil 
vrrlM"r'."t

Tttc = time for typing collection

= t r .vur to .

T."tp = editing time for typed and punched carda

| ' l= 
Lu"r1, 

", r(tt*t'nt'n'*t'"')v'J 
| /M"h""k

Tt r . tp  =  t ime fo r  tyP ing  and punch ing  cor rec t iona

= (T t . t rk t . )v . . ro "
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Table 6, Editing Equations (Cont'd)

3 , 3

Tr" = read card time

r ' l= 
Lu"*r"*, 

",, 

(vi"f+vihlv*r)vi 
I 

vrrl8os"-.

Trpt = tu"6 paper tape timc

f - ' r= 
Lu"*r?., r,.(virt+vihtvihlvil 

vfflscmt

Tr11 = Print listing tlme

l _ 1= 
Lt" 

*r"*, 

", r(vi"f+vihrvt)vi I 
vtr/v r "*v"ps"-p

Twt = write magnctlc tape time (citation only once)

r r  _  ' l  1= 
L L 

u"*r"-, 
r, rvi(vi"r*vihlvih) I' 

025 + t' t 
]v rtl 

t ' 600, ooo

Tlc = l i l ttng check time

f _ ' r= 
Lu"*r3", 

", 
r(vi"r*vihlvit')vil 

vu/M"t u"t

Tr" "  =  read er ro r  cards  T .or " -p  =  keypunch co t rec t ions

= Y" t to .T" "  =  v " t ro rTk" "

Trep t  =  read er ro r  Pper  tape $ . " - "o ,  =  cor rec t ion  carda

= v" t "o"T .p t  =  v . t to t$" " -p t t

Ta"- = error corrections to magnetic tape, matching time

= (vtffv..rorvrr)vra/ r soxro6

Trwtd = read and write magnetic tape time (with duplicatione of citation
information)

= 
[ , : . ,  

" ,r tr t ' '  

3+' 05(vc+v'8r*trortro))]  vrr l3'  60o' ooo
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Table 7

SEOUENTIAL EQUATIONS

4 , t

Tsst = machine sort time of tabulator calds

= Vt f ls"o. t .E Dicvi" f .ceort
r = a ,  6 ,  t

T" "O =  mach ine  sor t  t ime o f  sequent ia l  camera  carda

f ' l
=  

|  D  v , v , . r l G " o " r v r f t " / 3 v l c m s s o r r
L  i = a ,  a ,

4 . 2

T-", = manual 6ort t ime of tabular cards

= vtr D (Mf+DieMvlVi
i = a , s , t

T - "0  =  manua l  sor t  t ime,  mu l t ip le  l ines  per  card

= Vrt.E (Mf+Mv)vi
l = a ,  s ,  t

4 . 3

D. .  =  number  o f  type  recorda

= vtfVi

Dirl = type record length

= (V . *v ihv ih t *v i " f )

D .O =  number  o f  passes

>  l o s z ( D i l t D i r / t 5 o o )

D ip l  =  t "p"  pass  t ime pe !  type  record  paas  ( in  mic roseconde)

=  . 0 5 D .
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Table ?, Scqucntial Equatione (Gontrd)

4 . 3  ( G o n t ' d )

Dtr" = record sort t ime per type record (in microgeconda)

=  1 0 . 0 + . 0 I  D i r l

Dr r -=  record  merge t ime pcr  type  record  paaa ( in  mic roaeconde)

=  2 , 9  + . 0 2 8 D i r 1

Tcs = computcr €ort t lmc

- r 1= 
r3., 

", .ot.Lot.e+Dips+(Dst*+Dipt)DipI 

/3'  600' 000

Table E

MERGING EQUATIONS

5 . r

T 
"-= 

collator merge

=(V_r+V.r)/S"or.E (Dic+Vihlvi

5 . 2  
-  

i = a ' a ' t

T-*t = manual merge of one line trrcr card

= Vtt E (Mf+DieMv)Vi
i = a ,  B , t

T--p = manual morge, multiple l inee per card

= V,r E (Mf+Mv)Vi
i = a ,  a ,  t

5 . 3

Tcm = computer merge

r ''l
= 

| .? -(vrr+vmr)vi(Dipr*Dir*)J 
/3,500' 000

L  i = a ,  s ,  t
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Table 9

MASTER PAGE CREATION EQUATIONS

6 .  I

Tr, = tlpo pa.gee time

l 1= (vmr+vtf) 
L r?-., 

",, 

(t"*tinviur)vi 
J 

/M.

5 . 2

T""Ip = tlmc for sidc-by-6idc layout and photo

= (vmf+vtf).D vi(M"l*M$ /V"t".l)
- -  

i = a ,  ! ,  t

6 . !

T"r, = time for ehingle

= (vmf+vff)E

1 = 4 ,  t ,  t

6 . 4

Tect = time for sequcntial camera (3 llnea pcr card)
f r= 
|. t:"' 

",,t#u*'*u,,) 
/3vt'*sli"

6 . 5

T".p = time for sequential camera ( I line punched cardrf

l ' r= 
|  .D 

ViDie 
l (Vmf+Vtr) /Sr i " tL r = a , a , t  r

6 . 6

T", = time for card printer

=(v- t*v, f ) /sou.E Di"v i
r = a , s , t

Iayout and photo

vr(M"t+Mpt/v"t" t)
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Table 9, Magter Page Creation Equatione (Cont'd)

6 , 7

T"-p = computer printout t ime

= (vmf+vt/ /sc-nrD=, 

", 
r(u" 

/vlcm+vihx I +v"-")vllv"p

5 . 8

$"trip = co6t of stripplng hcadinga on page master

= t"r"=, 

", 
,vivil(vtt+vo,t)

6 , 9

T"..t = time to convelt to l inofi lm paper tapc

=  ( G l i r o / s r " . o o + l / s * . i " o r ) , " * , " , , t , t  * u r o v i S f  v , 1 + v _ r )

Tliro = ,i-" for linofllm run

_ t ' l= ( v-r*vrf )iE=., 

",, 
Ltt 

t" tutntvih ) /sliro *2vtiroris 
ti.orc )vi 

J

Tphot = time for Photon run

= (v*r+vrr)/so5or.E 
, ", 

r(v"*vihtvtr)v'

Tpvert = time to punch tape for Photon inFrt

= (v-r*vrf)i?., 

", 
rvi{v.*t*rvitul/s.pt
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Table l0

COSTS Or. OFFSET PRINTING

Ycopiee Pp"put Pt.r Vp""" vp"g"

7 . O

Paper Size

8 l / 2 " a l l ' !

8 l / 2 t ' * t 1 t r

8 l l2rr*11tr

l l , ,  x  l T r l

I  l r r  x  l ? r '

I 1 , ,  x  t ? , '

Paper Size

r 0 0  $ . 0 0 1

5 0 0  . 0 0 t

1 0 0 0  . 0 0 1

r00  . 0025

500 .ooz5

1000  . ooz5

v*""

$  . 0 0 3  l

. 0 0 3  I

. 0 0 3  l

. 0 0 5  I

. 0 0 5  l

. 0 0 5  I

Pf- Pfo

$ 2 . 0 0 $ 5 . 5 0

2 . 0 0  5 . 5 0

2 . 0 0  5 .  5 0

- - - -  8 . 0 0

- - - -  8 . 0 0

- - - -  8 , 0 0

P-"p Po.p

$ . 0 2 4  $ . 0 5 9

. 0 0 8  . 0 r 5

. 0 0 6  . 0 1 0

. o44

. 0 t 2

.  008

I

I

I

z

z

2

8  l / ? " x l l "  I

I l i l  *  l ? [  z

P  P . . .
E  lo rc

. 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 5

. 0 0 1 5  . 0 0 0 5

The pricoe ahom aro for black ink on 20 or 16# white bond.

L Ar" b P""o
. 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 5  . 0 0 0 2

. 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 8  . 0 0 0 3  . 0 0 0 1
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Output Method
u p p e !  c a a e r  and lower  case

I font
I type size

I or 2 fonte
I or 2 type

aLzea

I font
I type size

I or 2 fonte
I or 2 type

5 l z e 6

multiple
fonts &
tvDe s izea

hot type

photo -composition

tyPe Pages

shingle layout

side-by-side layout

requential camera

tab card printer

comllrter printer

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

3

3

3

3

z

2

I

I

I

I

I

I

5

4

I

I

3

3

3

3

5

4 & Z

I

1

3

3

l

5

Tab le  l l

TYPOGRAPHY AVAILABLE

Kev:
l .  No res t r i c t ions

Z. Must strip in sectiona with extra font or type eize(l)

3 .  Poee ib le ,  bu t  p re lEra t ion  coats  inc reased

4. Muat use special print chain

5. Not poeeible

( l) The asaumption ie made that the extla font and/or type size would be
ueed mainly in headings. If a different type size and/or font were
deeired for eacb. citation, tbe 2 in tbe table ehould be replaced by a 3.
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Table 15

SUMMARY OF FIRST YEAR COSTS ESTIMATES
FOR STANFORD UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY ( l )

Sequential
Camera

Unit
Recor d

PPET
Lower
Caee

Photo-
cmDodition

Upper
CaaeOperation

l .  C i ta t ion

2. Duplication

3. Editing

4. Sorting

5. Mergtng

SUBTOTAIJ

6. Page Creation

7. Reproductlon

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

Manul

$  2 , 8 0 0  $  2 , 8 0 0

5 ,800  I , 240

4 ,300  4 ,480

1  ,  000  t ,  000

s 1 4 , 9 0 0  $ 1 6 , 5 2 0

525 255

z6,zooPl u,zoo

ffi $lF5't

$4r ,6zs  $3r ,475

$  2 , S 0 0  $  2 , 8 0 0  $  2 , 8 0 0  $  2 , 8 0 0

6 ,005  4 ,440  4 ,440  4 ,440

2 , 3 9 0  ? , t g s  2 , 3 7 0  2 , 3 7 0

735 430 430 430

$ r t , 9 3 0  $  9 , 8 6 5  $ 1 0 , 0 4 0  $ t 0 , 0 4 0

880 (3 )  805 (3 )  r ,  r r s (3 )  9 ,+eo

14 ,  700  14 ,700  14 ,  ?00  14 ,700

$15 ,580  S f  5 ,5o5  $16 - ,  o i 5  Sz+ fm '

$2? ,5 r0  $2s ,3?o  $26 ,045  $34 , zzo

(  l )

lzl

( 3 )

Theee figurcs repreaent direct costs before the allocation of nonProductive
time or of overhead.

Reproduction coata are higher than for otlter methode due to lower entry

denBity on the page,

Goet includes$48O for stripping in 3,000'subject headinge in a epecial font'
auch ae  bo ld  face .
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Table 16

SUMMARY OF SECOND YEAR COSTS ESTIMATED
FOR STANFORD UNDERGRA DUATE LIBR,qRY

Method
C ompute r

Opera t ion

l .  C i ta t ion

2,  Dup l ica t ion

?  E i l + i - -

4.  Sor t ing

5.  Merg ing

SUBTOTAL

5.  Page Creat ion

7. Reproducti,on

SIJBTOTAL

TOTAL

Manual

$ zoo

I  7 n n

1 ,  0 ? 5

250

1 ,  000

f-Z;6'e5

o t  )

3 2 , 1 5 0

$x;Z6t

$ 3 ? , 5 0 0

Seque n t ia l
Camera

$ 7oo

z, 060

t ,  t zo

,  < n

l ,  0 0 0

D  ) ,  r J U

J l )

I 8 , 3 0 0

$rE,ZE.

$ 2 3  , 7  4 5

Uni t  Upper
R e c o r d  C a s e

$  zoo  $  ?oo

r ,  5 0 0  l ,  I  r 0

595 550

1 8 5  I  t 0

428 40

$  3 ;405  F  r J ro

l ,  1 0 0  I ,  0 0 5

I 8 ,  3 0 0  1 8 , 3 0 0

$lt;?66' $te,3os

$ 2 2 , 8 O 5  $ Z l , 8 i 5

Upper &
Lower Photo-
Case composi t ion

$  ?00  $  700

l , l l 0  l , l t 0

590

l l 0

40

5 9 0

t l 0

40

$  2 , 5 5 0  $  2 , 5 5 0

t  , 6 4 5  1  t ,  8 5 0

1 8 , 3 0 0  1 8 , 3 0 0

$t,,e45 fu6J-56-

$ z z , 4 9 s  $ 3 2 ,  ? 0 0
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Table t7

SUMMARY OF FIFTH YEAR COSTS ESTIMATED FOR STANFORD
UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY

Method,

Operation
Tabu-
lating

Shing-
ldns

Sequen-
ti,al

Camera

Computer

Upper Photo-
Upper €9 Lower com|o-
Case Case sition

I .
t

3 .
4.
).

Citation
Duplication
Editing
Sorting
Merging

SUBTOTAL
6. Page Creation
7. Reproduction

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

$ 7oo $ 7oo
| ,Too 2,o,6U.
r ,o75 | , t2o

25o 25o
r ,ooo r ,ooo

$ Zoo $ 7oo
r , I o o  r , r o o

590 590
I I O  I I O

70 70

$ 700
I ,5OO

595
r85

425

$ 700
r , I @

550
I I O

7o

$ 4,o95 $ 5, I3o $ 3,4o5
r ,o5o 5ro |  ,7 fu

52,4@ 29,4@ 29,4@

$29 gro
$35,o4o

$  2 , 5 4 o  $  2 , 5 8 o  $  2 , 5 8 o
r ,6ro 2 ,63o. I8 1960

29 ,+oo 29,4oO 29,4oo

$3r ,oro $32 ,o3o
$33,55o $34,6ro

948,36o
$5o,94o

$3r ,16o
$34,565

$53 ,45o
$57 ,545

Table I8

TENTATIVE DISTRIBUTION LIST OF BOOK CATALOGS
S nnf ord Un'intersity Uniler grailuate L'ih rary

4-Second floor pavilions in Undergraduate Library
z-Second floor lobblz, in front of staff service center
4-Third floor pavilions
z-Fourth floor central area, north and south of light well
r-Reference desk
z-Reference and Librarian's offices
t-Audio Library service desk

r6-Total in Undergraduate Library

z-Main Library union catalog (on north and south counters)
3-Main Library service desk (Circulation, Reference, and Government

Documents)
g-Departmental libraries (Engineering, Eclucation, Music, Art, Physics,

Mathematics, Biology, Earth Sciences, and Chemistry)
z-Catalog Division and Gift Department
3-Administrative offices (Dean of Undergraduate Instruction, Humanities and

Sciences, and Western Civilization Office)
z-Library offices (Director and Chief of Acquisition Division)

r3-Unassigned (to Overseas Campuses or campus residences?)

5o
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The Bitter End
Asnsv J. Fntsror

Seriak Section
(Jniaersit"t of North Carolina Librar"l

Chapet Hiit

A S THE FLOOD OF NEW BOOKS increases, so too does the effort

fl required to process the books. In a large university library a not in-
considerable part of this processing is taken up by searching. In searching,
a skilled, well-trained clerk takes an order card for a title, frequently not
in correct bibliographic form, and attempts to locate the exact title in LC
form in a standard biliographic tool. Having located it, he then corrects
the title on the order card so that he can determine whether the library
already owns the book or has it on order. Rigorous attention to detail
not only prevents duplication, it ensures that the dealer can identify
and supply the specific book ordered.

The searching process, as described above, appea$ fairly simple. Un-
fortunately, this is not always true. Regardless of the number of the tools
the library might have, it is most unlikely that all titles will be located
in every search. Furthermore, searching in all the bibliographic tools
available in a large research library would be very costly.

Searching to the bitter end is costly or may be unnecessary, and it
would appear that there must be an optimum number of tools to be
searched. In addition, the sequence in which bibliographic tools are
searched has considerable bearing oh the results of the search.* Without

Also bearing on the question of searching sequence is the fact that it
is best to search in the most productive place first, ending sequentially
with the least productive place. If, for instance, 6o of roo titles were
found in the monthly issues of NUC and only :o of the same titles in the
LC proof-slip file, it would be wrong to search the full roo titles in the
LC proof-slip file first. The former sequence adds up to r4o searches,
while the latter demands r8o searches for the same yield.

The question of the depth of searching also has relevance because
all searches, even if unsuccessful, must end somewhere. The problem is to
determine where the search should end. If there were roo bibliographic

* Editor's note: For comparative purposes, see Lazorick, Gerald J.
Thomas L. "A Least Cost Searching Sequence." College anil Research
rz6-28. March 1964.
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tools to be searched and if experience had demonsftated that one could
g"pgc! to find 79 titles in one tool, rg in another, and the remaining z
buried somewhere in the other 98 tools, then it seems reasonable to
limit the search ro the first two productive tools.

book whether it is written:

Nabokov, Vladimir Vladimirovich, r8gg-
Lolita. New York, Putnam, rg58.

Nabokov, vtaaimiortv.
Lolita. New York, Putnam, rg58.

Nabokov, V. V. 
or

Lolita. New York, Putnam, rg58.

Nabokov, v. vr"a"ii'i"Jili.n
Lolita. New York, Putnam, 1958.

To find answers to the problems of depth and sequence of searching,
it was decided to take one group of roo order cards, picked at random
from current (1965) American imprints, search them in srandard bib-
liographic tools, record the information as to where located, and from

tools. All z5 titles found in NUC were included in the 4o titles found in
. 9 2 Library Resources dy Technical Seraices



the LC proof-slip file. The bibliographic tools searched and the
number of titles found in each tool are as follows:

CBI (Cumulatiue Booh Index) (March and April 1965) . . . . . . 37
LC proof-slip fi le . ... 40
NUC (Jan .  and  Feb .  1965 )  .  . . . . .  -  2b
BPR (American Booh Publishing Record) (Oct., Nov., Dec.

1964 and Jan. ,  and Feb.  t965)  ' .  - .  14
P W  ( P u b l i s h e r s ' W e e k l y )  ( r , 8 ,  r 5 ,  z z ,  z g M a r .  1 9 6 5 )  . . . . . . . . .  r 3
PWA (Publishers' Weehly Announcements) (Mar. through

July 1965 Interim Index to Forthcoming Books) . .. .. . 33

One difierence between NUC and the LC proof-slip file which might
have some bearing on the results of searching is the fact that, whereas
the cooperative copy prepared by a large number of American libraries
appears inNUC, it is not included in the LC proof slips. This would, of
course, tip the scales in favor of searching first in NUC. Interestingly'
of the roo titles searched in this study, not one of the z5 found in Nt/C
was cooperative copy.

When the roo titles were searched through all six tools in a ran-
dom sequence, the results shown in Sequence A were obtained.

Sequence

ISI-LC PS
znd-NUC
3rd-BPR
4th-PW
5th-PWA
6th-CBI

SEQUENCE A

fr of Unik Total fi oJ
fr Searched. fr Found per TooI Searches Maile

The figures in the right hand column are the result of multiplying the
number of issues of each bibliographic tool in which the search was
conducted by the number of titles searched. For instance, in the third
step, when 6o cards remain to be searched in BPR, there are 5 isues of
BPR, Ocl 1964 through Feb. 1965, in which the 6o cards must be searched.
This represents a total of 3oo separate searches to be made just in step 3.

This "Bitter End" search located ?r titles after g4o searches, but a
detailed examination of the results revealed that, with one exception,
every title found in NuC, BPR, and PW was also found in the LC proof-
slip file. (The one exception was found in CBI). It was obvious that
these three tools should be eliminated. This was done, and searching
in the remaining tools by varied sequences yielded the results shown in
Sequences B-G.
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roo
t20

300
295

59
66

940

I

2

I

2

40
o
I

o
z6
4

7 r

IOO

60
6o
59
59
33
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Sequence ff Searched,
rst-PWA roo
znd-LC PS 6Z
3rd-CBI 34

Sequence
ISt-LC PS
znd-PWA

3rd-CBI

Sequence

ISI-LC PS
znd-CBI

3rd-PWA

Sequence
ISt-PWA
znd-CBI

3rd-LC PS

Sequence
ISI-CBI
znd-PWA
3rd-LC PS

' 9 4

fi Searched,
IOO

60

34

fi Searched
roo
60
5 r

ff Searched
roo
67
40

SEQUENCE

fi Found

40
z6

(

7 r

SEQUENCE

fr Found,

40
9

-

7 r

SEQUENCE

fr Found,

JJ

33

;

SEQUENCE

fi Found

JJ
a n

I I

7 r

SEQUENCE F

B

fi of Units
per Tool,

I

I

2

C

fi of Units
per Tool,

I
2
1

D

fr of Units
per Tool

I

I

2

E

fi of Units
per Tool,

I
2
I

Toto.l, fr oJ
Searches Matle

roo
6o
68

228

Total fi of
Searches Maile

roo
r20

5 r

27r

Total fi of
Searches Mad,e

IOO

6Z
68

235

Total, ff oJ
Searches Maile

roo
r3+
40

274

Total' ff of
Searches Maile

2o,0
63
39

302

Technical Seraices

fi Searched. fi Found
roo 37
63 24
39 ro

7r

Li,brary

fi of Units
per Tool'

2
I
I

Resources dt



SEQUENCE G

ff oJ Units Totnl' ff of
Sequence ff Searched, fr Found per Tool Searches Maile

rct-CBI roo 3T 2 2oo
znd-LC PS g 12 | 63
3rd-PWA 51 22 I 5r

; , *

An examination of Sequences B through G reveals that Sequence B
produced the 7r titles for the least efiort. Sequence D is almost as good
as Sequence B, but the fact that only z6 of the titles found in PWA had
not yet been cataloged by the Library of Congress favors B over D.

Sequence B is an improvement over Sequence A by a factor of four.
Using an estimate of 3o seconds per search and a wage scale of $r.9o
per hour for a searcher, it costs $3.6o, or bi per title, to find the 7r
titles using Sequence B. In contrast, it costs $14.75, or zof per title, to
find them using Sequence A.

If the library ordered ro,ooo current American titles per year, and if
the search were made to the "bitter end," the searching would cost about
$z,ooo per year as opposed to $5oo for Sequence B.

Some unpublished imprints may be ordered under this system with-
out absolute verification, but these imprints might be ordered in any case
even if they could not be located in the "bitter end" search. As a matter
of fact, many unverified imprints are ordered without duplication oc-
curring. As for titles found in PWA and ordered without verification, by
the time they arrive from the dealer, the proof slips will, in many
instances, already have arrived for use by the cataloger. Also, it is
relatively easy for a trained searcher to put in correct LC form a title
which cannot be found during the searching process. It is certainly far
less expensive than a search to the "bitter end" justified either on the
basis of ensuring the title is in correct LC form, or just because many
different bibliographic tools are available in the library.

The above study suggests that for current American imprints ordered
for a large university library the optimum searching depth is three
bibliographic tools ararnged in the sequence, LC proof-slip file, Pu.b-
lishers' Weekly Announcements, and Cumulatiue Book Index.

COSATI TASK FORCE ON NATIONAL SYSTEMS

William Knox, Ofrce of Science and Technology, has designated Foster E.
Mohrhardt, Director of the National Agricultural Library and a member of the
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information of the President's Office of
Science and Technology, as the library liaison representative for the COSATI
Task Force on National Svstems. Mr. Knox has asked Mr. Mohrhardt to serve as
the channel for supplying information to the entire library field, and in addition
to serve as a focal point for gathering information from librarians.
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IN THE MAIL

A CHANGE IN THE RULE FOR ENTERING MIDRASHIC LITERATURE

When Lucile Morsch of the Library of Congress mentioned to me in March
of 1965 that the Library of Congress was reconsidering rule ff35A(6) con-
cerning midrashic literature, I was most disturbed. Thereafter we received
Bulletin S7o of the Cataloging Service dated June 1965 which inforrned us that
we indeed were to "delete the entire rule." From now on midrashic literature
will be entered "under i$ own uniform title." In fact that means that Midrash.
Sifre. will now be entered under Sifre. etc.

When I was at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem this August I had a
chance to discuss it with a number of their librarians including especially
Shlomo Shunami, author of. the Mafteab hamaftekot We felt that although mid-
rashic literature is not the same as Bible it should be entered under the generic
title: Midrash.

I also spoke with a number of specialists and librarians in this country such
as Norman Bronznick of Rutgers University at New Brunswick, Charles Berlin
of Harvard College Library, and Jacob I. Dienstag of Yeshiva University Li-
braries. The common consensus was that it would be confusing to the reader to
enter under "uniform title."

I should also point out that both major reference works, the Jewish Encyclo-
pedia, ry6o ed., and the Encyclopedia, Judaica, Berlin ed. include all of the
midrashim under Midrash and Aggadisches Literatur respectively.-Sheldon R.
Brunswick, Semitics Librarian b Lecturer, Depa,rtment of Near Eastern Studies,
Brandeis University Library, Waltharn, Mass.

RUTGERS SEMINAR

Dr. Hans Selye will discuss his Symbolic Shorthand System in the sixth of the
Rutgers seminar series on March 7 and 8, 1966. The Symbolic Shorrhand System
was originally developed for coding and filing literature on stress and endocrin-
ology, but it has general applicability to other fields of medicine and physiology.

The Rutgers Seminars on Systems for the Intellectual Organization of Infor-
mation are held under a grant from the National Science Foundation. The in-
vestigation is intended to examine various information retrieval methods in-
dividually and to provide a series of descriptions which will be useful in the
selection of systems for particular purposes.

For further information on the seminars write to: Dr. Susan Artandi, As-
sistant Professor, Graduate School of Library Service, Rutgers-The State Uni
versity, New Brunswick, N. J. o89o3.

THIRD EDITION OF UNION LIST OF SERIALS

Announcement has just been made that the third edition of. the Union List
of Serials i.n Libraries of the United States and Canada is available as of Febru-
ary r from the H. W. Wilson Company, 95o University Avenue, Bronx, New
York ro45z. It is "sturdily bound" in five large folio volumes and is priced at
$rzo. (A limited number of copies in unbound, folded sheets, are available-at
the same price-until May r, 1966, or until the supply is exhausted.)
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RTSD President's Report, 196 4 / G5
Peur, S. DuNxrN, President

^. 
First among these other people is the Division's Execurive secretary.

she. keeps, the President in the path he should go. Letters and carbon
copies of letters stream from hef office. she knowi how it was done last
year and the year before and the year before that, and she has ideas
about how it should be done this year. And back of the letters and the
ideas-even the ideas the President does not like-there is a person, a
wann' friendly person with a vision of what RTSD could bec^ome. All
hail to Elizabeth Rodell.

The Board of Directors is our congress. There are no filibusters. In-
deed' r sometimes wonder if the Board members are unruly enough.
Perhaps the reason is that four of them, the section chairmen, serve for
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paperbound books, etc.
Hi,story of Technical serai,ces Librari,anshfp (Andrew osborn, chair-

man) Reiommended that key libraries be encouraged to sponsor his-

tories of their technical serviies, and that short biogtaphies of individ-

uals such as Charles Martel and Margaret Mann be written for publica-

tion in LRTS or elsewhere.

troit; papers to be published in LRTS.
Pli""ing Committee (Felix Reichmann, Chairman) Drew up a plan

for a natioial library ryste- from the standpoint of technical services.

Considered other projects.
Regi,onal Planning (Peter Hiatt, Chairman) Preparing -a 

leaflet or

article'on "General dnideliner for Establishing a Regional Processing

cision to solicit an article to enumerate major principles by which such

projects should be judged. An index was prepared for the Microfi'Im

Clearing House Bulletin.
schiol Library Technical serai,ces committee (Milbrey Jones, chair-
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man) cooperated with American Association of school Librarians to

Technical Serai,ces Cost Ratio Committee (Helen Welch, Chairman)
continued tests of the idea of a Technical services cost Ratio. Recom-
mended a new standing Committee on Technical Services Costs, which
was approved.

Several people serve RTSD as representatives to other committees
and groups: Joseph H. Treyz (ALA Membership): a mighty busy man;
his zeal and his good works do us proud.

-John Fall (ASD Publishers Liaison): attended two meetings with
subjects ranging from censorship to paperbacks to book discussion broad-
casts to the Detroit Conference-and beyond.

Carlyle J. Frarey (American Standard,s Associ,ation, Zj9): another
two-meeting group with deliberations on documentation, information
retrieval, origin, evolution and future of Zgg, and reports of various im-
portant sub-committees.

RTSD Acquisitions Section
Annual Report, 1964 / 65

Ar,rcn D. Bl.r,t, Chairman

The Annual Report of the Chairman of the Acquisitions Section for
1964/65 consists almost entirely of an account of the varied and energetic
work of the very active committees of the Section. Although rhe Chair-
man was able to help to a small extent in the activities of some of these
bodies, the effective results of the year's work were almost entirely due
to their own dedicated services on behalf of the Section and its interests.

Policy and Research Committee

Under the Chairmanship of David Kaser, the Policy and Research
Committee discussed, at the annual and midwinter meetings, numerous
suggestions which had been ofiered to them for projects to be considered
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for action by subcommittees of the Section. Some of these were also dis-
cussed through correspondence during the year. Three projects were
chosen and recommended for committee action. As approved by the Or-
ganization Committee of RTSD, these three are indicated in the function
statements of the committees to be appointed.

Booh Disposal Committee, ad hoc, three members: To draft for pub-
lication a brochure to be used by the public in making decisions con-
cerning the disposition of their books.

Acquisitions Poli.cy Committee, ad, hoc, five members: To collect writ-
ten acquisitions policies from all types of libraries for deposit with the
Division Executive Secretary, and to Prepare for publication a bibli-
ography of the collection.

Training for Acquisitions Librarians Committee, ad hoc, five mem-
bers: To prepare for publication an analysis of desirable formal train-
ing requirements for acquisitions librarians for comparison with the cur-
ricula of accredited library schools.

B oohdealer-Library Relations C ommi,ttee

The dramatic climax of this committee's work for the year came with
the attendance of Carl Jackson, its Chairman, at the trial of James Rizek
and Richard Caverly in Scranton, Pennsylvania, April zo'May 6, t965'
Evidence prepared by the Committee and numerous cooperating librar-
ians was responsible in large part for a new indictment of these two Per-
sons in r965, after a previous attemPt had fallen through, on the charges
that they bilked libraries through a scheme which was supposed to pro-
vide microfilm of periodical files in exchange for bound volumes con-
tributed by the libraries. The two accused persons were convicted on one
count each, with a new trial to consider five other charges.

The Committee, in a second major undertaking, revised a proposal
for a grant application to conduct a study of book buying methods for
libraries in systems with central purchasing agents. The revised proposal,
which was approved for foundation approach by the ALA Executive
Board in the Spring, covers a matter which the Committee has found to
be of pressing interest to many libraries.

Cost of Library Materials Index Committee

This Committee was unfortunate enough to lose an energetic Chair-
man, Hyman Kritzer, in midyear, because of the pressure of his other
duties. It was fortunate in gaining Marietta Chicorel as Chairman for the
second half of the year. The Acquisitions Section and librarians in general
are fortunate that the result of this change in leadership has been not a
diminution of activity but rather a double portion of accomplishments.

During the first part of the year it was possible with the help of many

contributing librarians to compile book price indexes in all categories for
the U. S. Consumer Price Index base years of rg57-59, so that all figures
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published in 1965 were revised to these years. With the cooperation of
the Bowker Company, the various articles and tables on cost indexes were
published in the Bouher Annual an Publishers' Weehly as well as in
other journals.

Under the Chairmanship of Miss Chicorel, an article reviewing cost
indexes {or library materials is being published in the June Wilson Li-
brary Bulletin. The Committee is now working, through its members and
volunteers, on price indexes for recordings, paperbacks, Japanese books,
and Canadian library materials. The regular indexes for r965 are being
prepared for publication in the July Librwry Journal, with the value of
this yearly compilation attested to, not only by its many library users but
by the fact that they now serve regularly as evidence in Congressional
hearings.

The Committee is now planning to apply to PEBCO for funds to cover
a Use Study of Library Materials Price Indexes, and a test of the question-
naire prepared for this study is being made at the Annual Meeting of
RTSD this week.

Repri,nting Committee

In another dramatic and far-reaching action, the Reprinting Com-
mittee under John Fall's Chairmanship negotiated with Oceana Publica-
tions in New York and the Boards of ALA and RTSD to efiect a turnover
of the Reprint Expediting Service Bulletin ro the commercial publisher.

The reason behind this action was the increasingly complex and useful
work being done in the Bulletin by the Committee, the Editor, Sam
Williams, and the contributors. Oceana made an ofier to publish the
Bulletin, keeping the standards maintained by the Committee's admin-
istration, and the ofier came at a time when it was becoming increasingly
evident that the volunteer or half-time work of those handling the
publication could not continue without great difficulty. The turnover
therefore attests to the professional quality of the publication in that it
now must of necessity become professional in the publishing as well as
the editorial aspects. Fortunately, Sam Williams has been retained as edi-
tor.

During this Conference meeting the Committee will explore what its
future should be, and will recommend its findings to the Chairman of
the Acquisitions Section for necessary action and possible consideration
by the RTSD Organization Committee.

Committee to Reui,se the List of International Subscription Agents

As a joint committee, this Committee reports to both the Serials and
Acquisitions sections. Elizabeth Norton, ry64/6g Chairman, reported that
as evidence of the value of its work in the past, r5oo copies of Intema-
tional Subscription Agents have been sold by the ALA Publishing De-
partment. The Committee is now discussing the advisability of bringing
the directory up to date in a revised edition.
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Committee on U. S. Congress and Conferences Without Fixed Head-
quarters

Mary Kahler as Chairman of this second joint committee reported that
the principal area of need for bibliographic control lies in the non-
scientific fields in the area of congresses and conferences without fixed
headquarters, and the discussions and correspondence of the committee
members has been aimed at this area of need.

Conclusion

The Chairman wishes to reiterate her admiration for the accomplish-
ment of these manifold and vital activities of the Section during the year.
She is pleased that her one major activity as Chairman has been to secure
the services of William W. Bennett, Librarian of the Middle East Tech-
nical University in Ankara, Turkey, as speaker for the program meeting
of the Section.

RTSD Cataloging and Classification Section
Annual Report, 1964 /65

JrnNnrrn E. Hrtcucocr, Chairman

The Cataloging and Classification Section in its sixty-fifth year of
corporate existence is progressively strong in membership, now half of 65
times as many as the rz5 persons gathered at the founding meeting dur-
ing the rgoo ALA Conference. It grows with the continuity of committee
work and cooperation with allied committees and organizations, and with
the impetus of new movements and ideas.

The Classification Committee this year has designated two of its mem-
bers to cooperate informally with the Music Library Association on the
development of a classification scheme for phonorecords. This is action
subsequent to r964 correspondence between MLA and the Executive Com-
mittee on the possibility of a joint committee. Some years ago the Classi-
fication Committee worked with the Special Libraries Association in
spurring the collection of special classification schemes, and this year
again is in correspondence with them for a renewal of their endeavors.

Publication of the Committee's "Types of Classification Available to
New Academic Libraries," prepared at the suggestion of the Cataloging
Policy and Research Committee, has stimulated letters with comments
complimentary and critical, which have contained additional informa-
tion useful to the Committee. On the agenda in the talking stage are: (r)
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possibilities of sponsoring an Institute on the LC Classification, (z)
potentialities for adapting existing classification schemes to mechaniza-
tion systems, and (3) once again, the feasibility of revising Merrill's
Code for Classifiers.

The Descriptive Cataloging Committee at the St. Louis Conference
held the last of its series of intensive full-day meetings on revisions of the
Rules for Descriptiae Cataloging in the fibrary of Congress. This pro-
gram of intensive work on changes being presented by the Library of
Congress began in early 1963. The scope of the program was broadened
with the decisions made at CCS meetings during the 1964 Midwinter
Conference to include rules for non-book materials in the revised code.
The program was amplified also when the British Descriptive Cata-
loguing Rules Subcommittee gained momentum in its code revision work
and began studying the RDC Rules and participating in the American
review. The revision work has been most commendably executed and
there has been established a tradition of high caliber for the future when,
after publication of the revised code, this Committee becomes responsible
for acting on all recommendations, entry and description, for additions
and changes in the new Code.

In addition to RDC revision work continuing throughout the year by
correspondence and some minor questions, the Committee has approved
a transliteration scheme for Church Slavic submitted by the Library of
Congress. At present it is seeking opinions on tables for the translitera-
tion of non-Slavic languages written in the Russian alphabet.

The Subject Headings Committee has directed primary attention to
the need for a list of juvenile subject headings based on current school
usage. The extent to which libraries feel it is necessary to adapt present
standard headings when cataloging for children's collections, in both
school and public libraries, had been brought to the attention of ALA
Headquarters in May by an outside agency. Similar dissatisfaction from
another agency had been expressed to the Subject Headings Committee.
The situation was discussed by the Executive Committee at its June :g
and June 3o meetings in St. Louis and during this year the Subject Head-
ings Committee has been actively pursuing the matter. Invaluable co-
operation and help have been received from the Newark Public Library
which has done extensive work for its own use. The RTSD School Li-
braries Technical Services Committee has been consulted. Recommen-
dations for further action should now be forthcoming.

A sub-committee has been formed to compile a bibliography of sub-
ject heading theory. The full Committee-and all colleagues-continue
to be concerned at the delays in publication of the seventh edition of the
LC subject headings list and in finding an effective way of issuing ad-
ditions and changes.

The Herculean Catalog Code Revision Committee has been moving
mountains this year, as will become evident with the r966 publication of
the new Code. There was a British delegation of five in attendance at
meetings held during ALA Midwinter Conference, and it was felt that
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the substantial agreement on rules of entry would make it possible to
publish the Code as the "Anglo-American Catalog(u)ing Rules."

The Cataloging Poliry and Research Committee met in October at the
University of Chicago and in May at the Library of Congress as well as
during ALA Conferences. They have been concentrating on the prorno-
tion of a national system of centralized cataloging and on automation in
libraries. They have been studying and discussing the latest published re-
ports in these areas, and they have had participating at their meetings
several specialists active in this work.

The Executive Committee at ALA Midwinter Conference, with rec-
ommendation and approval from the Cataloging Policy and Research
Committee, endorsed the plan outlined in "A National Program for Li-
brary Support of Research and Scholarship," drawn up by the Associa-
tion of Research Libraries. A resolution to this effect was sent to the ALA
Legislation Committee.

The Bylaws Committee, upon request of the Executive Committee in
a prior year, has formulated an amendment which will provide the mech-
anism for the formation and operation of discussion groups. This amend-
ment was duly announced in the Fall issue of LRTS and will be acted
upon at the Detroit business meeting.

We are indeed a corporate body in its sixty-fifth year, with a structure
of long-established and hard-working committees. But we also are 4loo
individuals from whom the vitality and inspiration of the profession
gains its strength.

The annual award of the Margaret Mann Citation pays tribute to
individuals, the life blood of the profession. The Award of the Mar-
garet Mann Citation Committee this year is honoring an individual who
carries alive the highest qualities of the personages of the founding
group in rgoo, who has been actively associated with the corporate struc-
ture of the Section, and who yet has demonstrated on more than one oc-
casion what a single individual can do by his own thought and hard
work. We end our report with a salute to Laura C. Colvin, CCS personi-
fied.

SI/CCESSOR TO INTERNATIONAL INDEX
'Ilae 

International Index as of June 1965 became the Sociol Sciences and
Humanities Index. Tt'e new index, according to its publishers, The H. W.
Wilson Company, will index zo9 periodicals in the fields of anthropology,
archaeology, classical studies, area studies, economics, folklore, geography, his-
tory, language and literature, music, philosophy, political science, religion and
theology, sociology, theater arts, plus periodicals of general scholarly interest.

The new index will be published quarterly, in June, September, December,
and March, with permanent annual cumulations. It is sold by annual subscrip-
tion on a service basis.
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RTSD Serials Section
Annual Report, 1964 | 65

Cenor H. Raunv, Chatrman

At the recommendation of the Serials Policy and Research Committee,
two new ad hoc committees were appointed during the year. Roberta
Stevenson is Chairman of the Bibliography of Bibliographies of Serials
Committee. Other members of the Committee are Beverly Pfeifer and
Elisabeth Nebehay. They have worked out an acceptable and unambigu-
ous definition of the terms and are exploring existing publications and
works in progress. They have also given some thought to the coverage,
organization, maintenance, and ways of preparing such a bibliography
but are not ready to present recommendations to the Section at this time.

The Serials Holdings Information Survey Committee, consisting of
Emilie Wiggins, Gerard Grygotis, and Rosamond Danielson (Chairman)
has circulated a questionnaire to 74 ARL libraries. Of the 69 libraries
which have responded so far, the majority furnish holdings information
through a combination of available records and consultation with stafi.
The staff consulted tends to be the reference staff of the various subject
departments, divisional libraries, or college libraries rather than being
some centralized department. Twelve of the 63 libraries reported some
degree of automation of serial records. At least zo libraries were plan-
ning further automation. The Committee hopes to complete its work
within a year and publish the results in IRTS.

The Serials Policy and Research Committee has discussed a number
of possible projects during the year. As to the proposed Oral History
Project, they expressed interest but await further elaboration from Paul
Dunkin. They deferred action on a proposal to study the unit output of
serial checkers pending possible transfer to the RTSD Technical Services
Cost Ratio Committee. The proposal to update Schley and Davies' Serial
Notes Compiled fro'm Library of Congress Cards Issued t947-April tg5r
has been tabled until after the new code is in efiect. The need for a pub-
lication which would list the reprints of serials is being considered.
Another problem being explored is the listing of newly-processed pre-
r95o serials. Standard location of periodical identification has been on
the SPRC agendas for several years. There is interest in updating of
American Newspapers rSzr-r9j6, International Comgresses and Confer-
ences r84o-t9j7, and List of Serial Publications of Foreign Gouernments,
18r5-rg3t. Another problem under discussion is a definition of "desirable
serial information." Dissatisfaction with the paucity of information given
on automated serial lists gave rise to this interest. The Committee is also
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considering the problem of periodical indexing services and variant edi-
tions of periodicals, the elimination of series entries from CBI and
whether Duplicates Exchange Union participants realize the true cost of
the exchanges.

In January Jeanne Holmes resigned from the Policy and Research
Committee, and David A. Smith of the Library of Congress was appointed
to her unexpired term.

The Nominating Committee,
Doris Anne Bradley, and Mary
Robert Desmond and Thomas
elect, and Jacqueline Felter and
large.

consisting of James Barry, Chairman,
Kahler presented the following slate:
Gillies for Vice-Chairman, Chairman-
Mrs. E. Austin Kurtz for Member-at-

Mrs. Kahler reported for the Committee on U.S. Congresses and Con-
ferences without Fixed Headquarters that the science and technical
fields are fairly well covered and that the Committee hopes that the
proposed new Bowker publication, International Di.rectory of Inegular
Serials, Annuals, and YearbooAs will help fill the gap in the listing of
materials in the humanities and social sciences.

The Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials reported that the
filming of copy for the third edition was completed in January, and
publication is expected in the Fall. The probable cost of purchase will
be between $r5o and $eoo. The Committee is considering its status after
the publication of the third edition.

The Joint Committee to Revise a List of International Subscription
Agents, under the chairmanship of Elizabeth Norton, reports that r,5oo
copies of the list have been sold. As yet they have made no specific plans
for revision.

The Section Chairman has had some correspondence with Bowker
about their new bibliography mentioned above and also with the Ameri-
can Standards Association, Zgg Committee about standardization of peri-
odical format. Other inquiries were answered regarding an index of the
usual month of publication of continuations and regarding the sellers of
back-issue magazines. V. J. Peterson asked the help of various ALA groups,
including the Serials Section, with his project to "develop a compendium
of all serials published in this country."

The Program Committee was able to obtain Charles LaHood to speak
at the Detroit program meeting on "Serial Microfilming Projects at the
Library of Congress."

The Chairman wishes at this time to express her thanks to all of
the hard-working Serials Section committees and the Executive Commit-
tee for their unflagging interest and cooperation. Special thanks go to
Mrs. Rodell for her gentle proddings and ever-present helping hand.
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RTSD Copying Methods Section
Annual Report, 1964 / 65

Devro C. Wnenn, Chai,rman

Of particular note is the Program Survey and Evaluation Meeting
which was held in Washington on January z3 of this year. Background
data had been mailed out with a detailed agenda to a group of seventeen
participants. The group reviewed the past history of the Copying Methods
Section, since this aspect of library work was first recognized by the ALA
Executive Board in 1936. A substantial amount of time was given to dis-
cussion of major needs and problems within the purview of the Copying
Methods Section. This latter discussion concerned itself with the pro-
duction of copies and related questions of laboratories, standards,
speed, cost, and remote transmission; with the acquisition of copies and
such matters as the sources and methods for payment; with the technical
processing of copies, including cataloging rules, end processes, etc.; and
with the storage and use of copies through such factors as technical
scrutiny, housing, reading equipment, reading rooms, and reference
services.

The meeting resulted in a Iist of a number of activities and needs
which the Section should consider pursuing, and in the recommenda-
tion that the name of the Section and its statement of function and
scope be reconsidered. This recommendation stemmed from a general
feeling that there were some inhibitions in the activities of this Section
and its support by membership due ro its name, which seems to imply
sole attention to equipmenr and techniques. It was brought out clearly
that the activities of the Section have, in the past, ranged far and wide in
developing all type of library activities with respect to all manner of
graphic copies and especially the microtext forms.

Following this meeting an ad hoc committee was established of five
able librarians in the Midwest, who met April z9 at the University of
Illinois Library in Chicago. At this first meeting, the Committee on
Program reviewed the range of activities, desired scope of activity, state-
ment of function, and the relationship of these factors to the name for
the section. Further discussion was held at the annual conference in
Detroit with the result that the question of name was postponed and
priority was given to the following submission to the RTSD Board of
Directors:

The Copying Methods Section Executive Committee recommends that the
RTSD Board of Directors recognize the urgent need to provide within ALA an
organization of at least section status responsible for the area of library automa-
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tion. The Copying Methods Section Executive Committee would be receptive
if it were felt desirable to add responsibility for library auromarion to the pres-
ent function of the Copying Methods Section.

Of other committees which have been acrive, the following deserve
at least brief mention: the Library Standards for Microfilm Committee
under the chairmanship of Peter Scott of MIT has completed the text of
MicrofiIm Norms; Recommended Specifications for Libraries. The ALA
Publishing Department has this text in hand for editorial and production
work. The Photoreproduction Leaflet Committee under the chairman-
ship of Gordon R. Williams of the Cenrer for Research Libraries com-
pleted its work, and copies of this succincr document, Photo,copying of
Library Materials lor Students and Scholars; A Guide to Selection of
Methods, are available from the RTSD omce ar ALA Headquarrers.
The Simpli'fied Payments Committee chaired by Samuel M. Boone of the
University of North Carolina has done considerable work on methods
for expediting payment for copies; this is a complex issue and yer one
which the Committee shows promise of improving markedly. A third issue
of Cosby Brinkley's Directory of Institutional Photoduplication Seruices
in the United States and Canadla will be compiled and issued nexr year.

On this thirtieth anniversary of ALA action in this field, we take an
especially broad view of library needs in the service of our constituents.
Clearly there is more to be tackled than has been accomplished in the
past. We therefore encourage every member of ALA to write to the
Executive Committee to make suggestions and to criticize the Section's
work. The Section, with your backing and participation, will make every
efiort to advance the service of graphic reproductions.

Report of RTSD Executive Secretary,
re64 /65

ErrzesnrH Roonn. Exe cutiae Secretar"t

These are reflections from the desk of the Executive Secretary, written
after the Detroit Conference.

This was the year we rocked the boat. A series of disasters, great and
small, tested our seaworthiness; as Vice-President, Jane Ganfield seized
the oars when our President had to miss Midwinter, and when Jane her-
self had to resign because of illness, President Paul Dunkin guided the
craft to Detroit, where Wesley Simonton came aboard for a two-year
captaincy.
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If, as John W. Gardner says, the greatest problem an organization has
is that of refreshing and renewing itself, RTSD made an efiort to attack
that problem this year. To Paul Dunkin, dullness is not a necessary con-
comitant of profundity; his committee appointments tended to be young
and enthusiastic; his correspondence went wittily to the point; he invited
our most outspoken critic to be our main convention speaker; and he
made an historic sally against that bore, the business meeting. The last
was not a complete success: the physical arrangements were awkward;
and, worst of all, shyness or the free liquor being ofiered by Bro-Dart
across the hall drew ofi from our social hour all but the most loyal of the
Old Guard. But we will try again. Surely the members of our Division
would like to meet and talk to their officers and committeemen.

It was, as one might have predicted, a year of bravura in the presi-
dency.

Our membership is still growing. By the end of August, 1965, we had

7,358 members, as compared with 6,r78 for the next-largest type-of-activ-
ity division of ALA. We feel that we command the respect of librarians;
LRTS spreads our influence over the world. In ZR?S too this year we
had a crisis when Ray Hummel reluctantly decided that he could no
longer devote sufficient time to serve as Managing Editor; we were for-
tunate to secure a splendidly-capable successor for him.

It was the year of the National Plan. Until Kennedy, no president
had seemed really to understand the basic nature of the library's role in
society; President Johnson is willing, indeed exp€cts us, to play a leading
part. Although it was ARL (led by our own past president, James Skip-
per) and the officers of ALA, assisted by our fellow-divisions ACRL and
AASL, who testified before congressional committees and were photo
graphed at the White House, the influence of RTSD was strongly felt,
especially in that part of the Higher Education Act, sure to pass, which
will double the rate of acquisition and cataloging at the Library of
Congress.

As Paul Dunkin has told you, a year ago our Planning Committee was
given the assignment of drawing up a national library plan from the
standpoint of the technical services. We think that we played a part in
rallying ALA and other library associations around a library-sponsored
plan for a national system.

Closely related to this is automation. David Weber has told you how
as a r.esult of a survey of the scope, actual and potential, of our Copying
Methods Section, we found ourselves thinking hard about library auto-
mation. Is ALA discharging its responsibility to the membership in this
field? How much of this responsibility belongs to RTSD? Is automation
one of the technical services? In Detroit. our Board resolved to ask the
ALA Committee on Organization to provide within ALA an organiza-
tion of at least section status responsible for the area of library automa-
tion.

Meanwhile we continue to be plagued by the shortage of cata-
logers and acquisitions personnel. We still need cost studies in all aspects
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of the technical services, though apparently more are being made and of
greater sophistication. Some definitions arrived at by the Statistics Com-
mittee for Technical Services will help. A first-rate new standing com-
mittee on Technical Services Costs has been created "to make, update,
collect, coordinate, and publicize information on technical services costs."
They will meet for the first time at Midwinter. Our strongest hopes are
with them.

Comparative cost figures would help answer some of our most per-
plexing questions. With commercial services multiplying, with the mo-
mentum towards regional processing growing ever stronger, and with the
Library of Congress moving in the direction of complete coverage (I am
told that most of their sales are to school libraries!) the inexperienced
cataloger is often sadly confused. This confusion is compounded by rival
systems of subject headings, of classification, and, even, with the reap-
pearance of the book catalog, of kinds of catalogs.

At this point, I should like to remark that letters from smaller public
and school libraries will be much easier to answer this year since the pub-
lication of Esther Piercy's Commonsense Cataloging. This book, and the
volume Local Public Library Admi,nistrati,on, which contains her chap-
ter on "Organization and Control of Materials," are the most-used works
on our office reference shelf.

In my opinion, we still need to give some attention to the physical
layout of technical services departments. This year, as Mr. Dunkin told
you, we made our first attack: we participated in the LAD Library Build-
ings Institute, several sessions of which were devoted to the "work" areas.
(What do they do in the rest of the building?) Now we hope to see more
articles written on layouts and work-flow charts for the technical services.
Should r!€ not expect every librarian to be able to make a cost study and
a work-flow chart?

A major development at ALA this year has been the beginning, under
the aegis of the Library Technology Pro.ject, of the office of Research and
Development. Judith Krug, the firsr member of this Office, talked to our
Board in Detroit. She hopes to be able to furnish information about re-
search projects which are under way, and her help is available for draw-
ing up proposals and seeking granrs for them.

Increasingly it appears that projects undertaken by the Library Tech-
nology Project corne within the province of RTSD. A forthcoming ar-
ticle in LRTS will help to clarify our relationship and afford a basis for
discussion.*

We have continued to do the office work for the Duplicates Exchange
Union and the American Standards Association PH 5 Committee, and to
work with other bodies within and outside of ALA. A rough count of the
year's correspondence, as compared with last year's, shows zzr "con-
sultant" letters to librarians, compared to 2or; b4r on RTSD organiza-
tional afiairs, compared to 583 (a decrease there); 5b to organizations,

* Editor's note: The article appears in this issue of IR?S.
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including regional groups, outside of ALA, as compared with 3z the year
before; and about the same number of communications within ALA
and for LRTS. Although the newly-revised sheets for the "Manual of
Procedures" were mailed out after Detroit, they were part of the year's

College and University Section of the Nebraska Library Association,

brarians; in May, conducted a day-long program of the Northern Cali-
fornia Technical Processes Group.

Since taking office in 196r, I have taken part in meetings of sixteen of
our thirty regional groups. Everywhere there have been catalogers, ac-
quisitions librarians, documents and serials librarians, and administra'
tors, working hard at their jobs, sobered by the immense tasks before
them, trying to keep up with the truly revolutionary changes taking place
in the profession. Some persons feel that the regional groups lack the
intensity of those of the old DCC; however, the expanded groups are
more inclined to examine subjects from a broader point of view.

It has been a good year. It has been a joy to work with our Board of
Directors, with Paul Dunkin, Jane Ganfield, and with Alice Ball, Jennette
Hitchcock, Carol Raney, and David Weber as section chairmen. To each
of them, and to Wesley Simonton, incoming President, and, as always, to
my Secretary, Erlyenne Meuer, is due the gratitude of our members and
of your Executive Secretary.

LAW PERIODICALS INDEX

The first six volumes (1959-1964) of. tt'e Index to Periodical Arti'cles Related
to Law (not included in The Index to Legal Periodicals) have been cumulated
and bound in one issue, This includes an author index, a subject index, and a
list of all periodicals indexed.

The price is $r5.oo to subscribers, $z5,oo to non-subscribers or subscribers
beginning with volume 8 (r966), and it may be acquired from Stanford Univer-
sity Law Library, Index to Periodical Articles Related to Law, Stanford, Cali-
fornia 949o5.
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DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION EDITORIAL
POLICY COMMITTEE

Annual Report, r9Q/65

At its meeting in September 1964 the Committee gave final approval to vari-
ous editorial changes being introduced in the rTrh edition, and also considered
criteria for the gth Abridged edition. Major changes have been made in rhe
presentation of standard subdivisions, and particularly in the creation of a new
geographical area table which will render unnecessary the many former "divide
like" references to the goo's. The Committee considered but made no decision
on a special edition for juvenile literature.

The year has been importanr in the appearance of rhe rTth edition during
June and the gth Abridged in August. Work is already beginning looking for-
ward to edition r8.

The survey of foreign use of the Decimal Classification was completed dur-
ing the year with a second trip by Sarah Vann, this time to South Aiia, during
the autumn of 1964. Miss Vann and Pauline Seely reported the first results of
their findings in time for some points to be reflected in the rTth edition, but
their final report was made ro rhe Steering Commirtee in June. The findings
cover many specific points which will be considered by the Editorial policy
Committee and the Editor as work progresses on edition r8. The wealth of in-
formation which the two surveyors brought back will deeply influence future
editions, and the generosity of the Asia Foundation, the Council on Library
Resources, and the Forest Press which made this survey possible is most grate-
fully acknowledged.

The members of the Committee during rhe pasr year have been Edwin B.
Colburn, Godfrey Dewey, Virginia Drewry, Carlyle J. Frarey, Esther J. Piercy,
Joseph W. Rogers, Pauline A. Seely, Marietta Daniels Shepard, and Wyllis E.
Wright.-IUy llis E. Wright, Chairman

RESOURCES AND TECHNICAL SERYICES
DIV ISION-SERIALS SECTION

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO BY.LAWS

Article IX. Other Commirrees.
Section I. Standing and annual committees.

(c) Terms of office.

Present wording:
Unless otherwise provided for by these bylaws or by action of the Secrion,

members of standing committees shall be appointed for terms of two years, and
may be appointed for a second and third term, but in no case shall a person
serve on a committee for more than six consecutive years.
Proposed change:

Insert a new sentence at the end of this paragraph:
Members of the Serials Policy and Research Committee shall be appointed

for terms of five years and shall not serve consecutive terms.
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REVIEWS
(Editor's note: Reviews published in this magazine have a deliberately-chosen

viewpoint. That is, reviewers are asked to consider publications primarily on rhe
basis of their meaning and contriburion to the areas of our interest: the building
of library collections and the absorption, care, and conffol of the materials com-
prising the collections.)

National Science Foundation. Szrn-
mary of Study Conference on Eaalu-
ation of Document Searching Systems
and Procedures, r965. (Available
uPon request from the Research
and Studies Program, Office of Sci-
ence Information Service, National
Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. zo55o; or frorr Clearinghouse
for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, U. S. Dept. of Com-
merce, Springfield, Va. zer5r under
PB 1669o5 ar $2.oo for Xerox copies
or $.5o for microfiche.)

This report is the minutes of a small
conference of g7 of. the familiar ex-
perts, including Bernier, Bourne, Clev-
erdon, Fairthorne, Mooers, Swanson,
and Taube, in the field of evaluation
of document searching systems that was
held in Washington under National
Science Foundation sponsorship in Oc-
tober 1964. "NSF hoped to obrain frorn
the conference discussions and the
views expressed by the participants (r)
an assessment of the accomplishments
thus far in work on the criteria of eval-
uation and test methods and on actual
attempts to evaluate document search-
ing procedures, and (z) suggestions con-
cerning promising direcrions for future
work." (p. r)

The first goal was admittedly not
accomplished, and it was probably un-
duly optimistic to think that it could
have been by the conference method
even with such notable parricipants.
The conference was not asked to de-
velop recommendations concerning fu-
ture work, but the participants were
urged to offer their individual sugges.
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tions. This report is, then, for the most
part, a rather technical discussion, with
almost no definite conclusions, of the
problems in this area. As a summary of
the current thinking it is a vitally im-
portant document that deserves study
and consideration.

The most important result of the
conference was in the area of terminol-
ogy. Cleverdon agreed thar his use of
the term "relevance ratio" was perhaps
confusing, and he and the othe$ have
agreed to substitute the term "pre-
cision." There were some other general
agreements reached that are important
and should be summarized: (r) that
measures of performance and criteria
of evaluation need to be developed;
(p) that the experimental design of tests
is a critical need; (3) that reporting
standards are desirable; (4) that the
notion of precision is fundamentally
valid and important; (5) that attention
should be given to non-individual
senses of search specifrcations based on
written versions; (6) that concentra-
tion should be placed on testing se-
lected features rather than total sys-
tems; and (7) that more tests of features
of operating systems should be estab-
lished with tests designed to determine
the merits and shortcomings of the
tests themselves. While these are ob-
viously commonsense agreements with
which nobody could quarrel, it is use-
ful to have them stated for the guid-
ance that such a statement will furnish

::"f*" 
contemplating research in this

As I have said, however, in a pre-
vious review in Library Resources dy
Techni.cal Seruices, it is difficult to
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foresee a rational solution to the prob-
lems of documentation when the peo-
ple working in the area tend to be so
irrational. This publication, for exam-
ple, is issued as a loosely-stapled
mimeographed report without even a
proper title page. Its appearance, there-
fore, is such that most libraries, if they
become aware of its existence and ac-
quire it, will probably not catalog it
but will, at best, put it in a vertical
file or documents report collection. A
substantial part of the literature in
this field is now being produced in this
form and receives only limited distri-
bution so that the results are not
widely available. IIow can people who
are dealing with the problem of the
retrieval of documents overlook the
simple fact that the form of publica-
tion can be an important factor in the
retrievability of a document? What
NSF has produced here is from this
standpoint certainly one of the least
retrievable documents conceivable.

A bibliography, with abstracts, of the
pertinent publications in this field is
being prepared as an outgrowth of the
conference. One can only hope that it
will be produced in a better format
than this report and that it will be
useful. One of the real needs in this
area for some time has been adeouate
bibliographic evaluation. In the Iong
run such evaluation should prove more
useful than the conference approach.
Most of the bibliographies produced to
date in this area, however, have shown
very little bibliographic judgment or
skill and have included even such
things as papers done by undergrad-
uates that exist only in single type-
script copies. One also hopes that NSF
is prepared to support a continuing
program of bibliographic reporting and
evaluation of work on evaluation of
document searching systems and pro-
cedures.

This report emphasizes the need for
investigation of selected features of a
system rather than the total system.
This is undoubtedlv the most feasible

and logical approach, but there are
certain questions that ought to be
raised about it. This approach seems
to assume that eventually definite con-
clusions concerning total systems can
be arrived at by putting together what
has been learned from the investiga-
tion of selected features. Isn't, how-
ever, the sum really greater than the
individual parts? In evaluation which
has been done to date, the tendency
has been to consider the user as ap-
proaching a problem by using onlY
one system to identify the material
relevant to his needs. Yet in actual fact
most sophisticated users utilize several
difterent systems in their approach to
a problem. What perhaps should be
evaluated is their skill in approaching
a problem by selecting the system or
systems to be used and the extent to
which the total of the systems produces
the relevant material. The user who
comes into a large tesearch library for
material on a given subject and uses
only the card catalog is likely to miss
a great deal of material that is perti-
nent. The problem can be looked at
in terms of whether or not this single
approach identifies all of the relevant
material which is within its scope; but
these systems are not mutually exclu-
sive. Even if a system does not produce
a relevant document that is in its file,
it may well produce another item that
will identify that relevant document.
Thus, for example, if the user fails to
select the right subject heading in the
card catalog, he may not locate a rele-
vant book; he may, however, under
another heading identify a bibliography
which subsequently leads him to that
book he missed. Has the card catalog
failed or succeeded?

On the other hand, most investiga-
tions assume that there are intact files,
or that the user is satisfied merely with
identifying the relevant items. This ap-
proach overlooks one of the most im-
portant aspects of the problem. Surely
the location of the material is equally
important. As Dr. Wagman, Director
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of Libraries ar the University of Michi-
gan, commented recently in response
to a questionnaire, "At Michigan we
are now circulating for home use more
than one third of all the volumes in
our collection that are allowed to cir-
culate. When you consider that a con-
siderable percentage of the books in a
large research collection are pretty dor-
mant it is obvious that the use of a
part of the collection is enormous and
the chances o{ finding a fairly recenr
book on the shelf when you want it
are not as good as they should be."
Perhaps we need to consider the desir-
ability of an availability ratio in addi-
t ion to recal l  and precision rat ios.

It is also interesting to note in how
many respects the documentalists are
beginning to retreat back towards li
brarianship. Once more in this report
we find, for example, the statement
"There may be too much emphasis
placed upon the 'user." '  (p. zo) vet
one of the distinctions between librar-
ianship and documentation has sup-
posedly been the increased emphasis
that the latter has placed upon the
user. More and more the documental-
ists are also deemphasizing the location
and identification of the information
itself which again once was one of their
distinguishing marks. As this report
puts it, "The scope of the conference
was limited to systems and procedures
for searching for documents that satisfy
particular search specifications.
The scope of the conference did not
include systems and procedures for or-
ganizing or searching for information
items themselves." (p. r) What now is
the difierence between a librarian and
a documentalist? "The creatures out-
side looked from pig to man, and from
man to pig, and from pig to man
again; but already it was impossible to
say which was which."

Obviously rhere is a great deal to be
done in this field. The participanrs in
this conference have all, individually if
not in this conference, made importint
contr ibutions. A far wider involvement
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of both documentalists and librarians.
both in the public and technical serv-
ices, is needed. New approaches to an
old problem are being developed, and
eventually these approaches should be
extremely useful. Despite the wide-
spread use of technical studies with
their resultant jargon, this is not a
field that should be left in the hands
of a few experts. There does seem to
exist a real need for better coordina-
tion and evaluation of the work that is
done, and there certainly needs to be a
better method of publishing the re-
sults.-Norrzan D. Steaens, Associate
Librarian for Public Seruices, Rutgers
-The State Unfuersity, New Bruns-
utick, N. J.

Stevens, Mary Elizabeth. Automati.c
Indexing: a State-of-the Art Report.
Washington, G.P.O., r965. (National
Bureau of Standards Monograph gr)
*eo  p .  $ r .5o .

Automatic indexing Miss Stevens
defines as "the use of machines to ex-
tract or assign index terms without
human intervention once programs or
procedural rules have been estab-
lished." The catch here. of course. is
those "programs or procedural rules";
the intellectual effort which has already
gone into attempts to establish them
removes automatic indexing from the
area of scientific recreations. Miss Stev-
ens' "List of References Cited and Se-
lected Bibliography" comprises 662
items published between rg4r and Feb-
ruary 1964. Very {ew of the authors
are librarians.

Naturally enough, the bulk of this
monograph is descriptive. The prin-
cipal headings cover indexes compiled
by machine, including citation indexes;
automatic derivative indexing (e.g.
KWIC indexes): automatic assignment
indexing, which is closest to assign-
ing subject headings; and automatic
classification. Discussion of potentially-
related research includes thesaurus con-
struction, natural language text search-
ing, statistical association techniques,
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and an example of a proposed index-
ing system (he joint American Bar As-
sociation-IBM research program based
on 5ooo legal case reports) which util-
izes several of these related techniques.

In her admirably logical presenta-
tion Miss Stevens does not stop with
description of what is being done. She
considers five controversial questions,
of which two are especially pertinent
for processing people. "Is whatever can
be done by machine good enough, ac-
ceptable, as good as, or better than the
product of human operations?" "How
can we evaluate acceptability or com-
parability for any indexing process
whatsoever:, whether carried out by
man or by machine or by machine-
aided manual operations?" As Miss
Stevens says, the heat of controversy is
inversely related to the availability of
objective evidence.

Subject indexing puts heavy demands
on human perception, comprehension,
and judgment; it even expects crystal-
ball prophecies of future needs. We
like to think our intellectual output is
highly efficient and irreplaceable; but
studies by Lilley, Tritschler, Painter,

Jacoby, Slamecka, and others indicate
that indexing consistency between hu-
mans runs only between goo/o and 7ofo.
On the basis of small, highly-specialized
(and hence deceptive) samples, auto-
matic index-term assignment is in the
area of 4b-7bTo agreement with prior
human indexing. This suggests that "an
indexing quality generally comparable
to that achievable by run-of-the-mill
manual operations, at comparable costs
and with increased timeliness, can be
achieved by machine."

On the question of evaluation of
any indexing scheme, whether man,
machine, or man-machine, there are
five core problems, all of them far
from solution. The five are as follows:
(r) How can one person be sure that
another person correctly understands
what is intended? How do we know
that language represents a real transac-
tion? (z) Natural language is full of

ambiguities. People must be smarter
than computers, because they know
how to resolve these most of the time,
and computers don't. So somehow we
shall havi to tell the computers how
to make distinctions; this is scarcely
begun. (3) What are the proper selec-
tion criteria of condensed' representa-
tions of document contents? The in-
evitable information loss is, as Swanson
says, "not only unknown but has never
been defined in measurable terms." (4)
Is the benefit to users worth the cost?
Some studies suggest that "subject in-
dexes are not the most important
source, nor even a major source" in
literature searches. Indexing cost stud-
ies are notable chiefly for their lack of
objective validation. (5) If we define
"relevancy" as the value judgment of
a particular user at a particular mo-
ment, it is not surprising that the prob-
lems of how to measure it "remain
Iargely unresolved."

Despite the difficulties of evaluation,
Miss Stevens believes that automatic
indexing lt possible, is now being done
in some areas competitively with hu-
man indexing, and will with further
advances excel human indexing in
quality as well as in speed. Will sub-
ject cataloging be replaced by auto-
matic indexing? Probably; in part;
some day. When? Not soon. Experi
ment has outrun technology.

The changeover will probably await
the "advent of versatile character read-
ers and inexpensive, very large capac-
ity, rapid direct access memories."
Meanwhile there will be further sys-
tematic exploration of linguistic data
processing, and "further attacks on the
problems of language and meaning
themselves."

Says Miss Stevens, quoting Maron:
"Automatic indexing represents the
opening wedge in a general attack at
not only the problems of identification
search and retrieval, but also the prob-
lem of automatically transforming in-
formation on the basis of its contents."
In her state-of-the-art report Miss Stev-
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ens has performed a valuable service in
providing us with a well otdered re-
view of the past, a perceptive look at
the present, and a rational vision of the
future.-Roger P. Bri,stol, Engineering
Librarian, Uniaersity of Virginia, Char-
Iottenille.

Catalog Card Reproduction. Report
Based on a Study Conducted by
George Fry and Associates, Inc. Chi
cago, Library Technology Project of
the American Library Association

[ct965] (LTP Publications no. 9).
xi, 8r p. $8.5o. cloth.

At the time that I received Catalog
Card Reproduction, I was involved in
a review of the pertinent library litera-
ture on the subject. My first shock as I
unpacked the book was to note the
price given in the news release. Al-
though I am not at a loss to express
my feelings about this point, I would
like to quote Sol M. Malkin, in the
Antiquarian Bookman (May ro, 1965,
p. poog). He summed up perfectly my
reaction to this aspect of the book:
". . . The heart of this monograph is
a cost comparison worksheet which
anyone can xerograph for z5 cents. We
state flatly that $8.5o for this 8r page,
ofiset, subsidized, oversized, hard-bound
booklet is a helluva price for a theo-
retically non-profit division of a theo-
retically non-profit organization to
charge those whom it is theoretically
supposed to serve . ."

The book is divided into three parts.
The first reviews the general problem
of obtaining catalog copy or cards and
includes recommendations on the most
practical and economical systems for
card requirements which would fit the
needs of two extremely opposite li
braries: the low-volume library, and
the high-volume library. The second
part of the book displays the thirteen
processes tested for obtaining catalog
cards through self-production. These
processes range from purchasing
printed cards from some ou$ide source
to the more complex and sophisticated
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systems involving electrostatic or other
photographic systems of copying.

The third part of the study consists
of a number of charts showing com-
parative costs of obtaining catalog
cards using the various methods de-
scribed in part two. The data here sup-
plied gives the purchase price of the
equipment, any service charges, cost of
materials, supplies, and amount of
manPower needed to carry out all of
the unrelated operations. The method
used by Fry to arrive at these conclu-
sions is given so that the individual
library can make a systematic cost com-
parison of its own process or on other
types which it may have been consid-
errng.

The first section of the book. and
probably the best part, does sum up
quite well the many problems of mak-
ing catalog cards. This section of the
book does overlook one important as-
pect of the problem: the advantages of
card production are slighted in dwell-
ing on the sheer necessity of it. There
is little treatment in Section r of the
problems derived from the existence of
many foreign language titles to be
cataloged, the extent of space to be
left for bibliographic notes, and the
frequent occurrences of non-alphabeti-
cal characters and signs, mathematical
and chemical symbols, music, etc. Ex-
cept for a single mention in this chap-
ter, the word-count on a catalog card
is not fully dealt with even though it
can be a major problem in choosing a
reproduction or dupl icat ion system.

The second section of the book deals
with the distinctive major processes for
producing catalog cards. Some rather
modern techniques are here presented
along with the general cost of equip-
ment, but because of the long span of
time between the beginning and end
of this project, some of the systems
presented do not show the most mod-
ern equipment available. There are at
least two techniques in current use to-
day in the production of catalog cards
which are not treated in this section
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of the book. The first, and an increas-
ingly-popular one, is the generation of
catalog copy and/or cards from electric
accounting machine equipment or com-
puters. The second technique which
is lost in this area is the use of an
automatic sequential card camera (such
as the Listomatic, Compos-o-line, or
Fotolist). With both of these latter
techniques it is possible to produce
catalog cards alone or book catalogs.
Some experimenting has been done in
the rather unorthodox use of such
equipment, in that book catalog copy
may well be prepared first, and catalog
card copy as a by-product, when neces-
sary.

The third and last section is more
susceptible to serious criticism. A good
many time and motion studies can be
shot full of holes by objective analy-
sis, particularly when the following
conditions prevail: the study is con-
ducted by nonJibrarians who are fa-
miliar with cost analysis but not Ii-
brary procedures or by librarians who
may be rather unscientific and personal
about their production estimates. By
way of illustration, one of the systems
men employed by Fry Associates at the
beginning of this project asked me,
"What's the LC Catalog?" At the same
time librarians are apt to personalize
their studies with wanton disrespect
lor facts. Even the most conscientious
library systems engineers will fail to
take into account important aspects of
cost analysis. A. Graham McKenzie,
writing in the Journal of Documenta-
tion lor June, rq65,r gives a hearty
cheer for the efficiency of the Flexo-
writer (autornatic typewriter) as com-
pared with the use of multilith and
stencil equipment. Mr. McKenzie, for
instance, recognizes the fact that free
time derived from certain types of ma-
chine-based systems allow the cutting

r McKenzie, A. Graham. "Note on the
Economics of Catalogue Card Reproduc-
tion." Journal of Documentation, zt:tz9-
r3o.  June 1965.

of cost estimates by emploYing the
operator in more than one job; he says
in his article that the typist "operates
a 9r4 copier."

Another important element missing
from the final section of the book is
the consideration of a library willing
to choose a more expensive system of
duplication or reproduction simply be-
cause the end result is estheticallv or
otherwise more important to it. The
logic of this conclusion was demon-
strated in the Berkowitz study,2 which
showed that processing of books with
printed cards, and the processing of the
same types of books with self-produced
cards, added up to practically the same
amount of money. The self-production
of cards does offer the library the op-
portunity of preferring to differ from
"standard practice" in such matters as
entry, conventional titles, choice of
subject headings, and a choice of ulti
mate area of Library of Congress or
Dewey classification not chosen by the
original cataloger and classifier. Here
we are faced with a good illustration
of the old adage "you pays yer money
and takes your choice."

Further study of this last section giv-
ing cost data and comparisons gives the
reader occasion to have sorne doubts
about the accuracy of the cost compari-
son information. Here are some points
which either are not treated at all or
are only superficially treated, and which
very seriously affect the choice of equip-
ment and methods:

r. The varying skill of available op-
erators from one kind of institution to
another and from one part of the
country to another.

s. The considerable difference in
salary overhead in different types of
institutions (e.9., colleges vs. special li-
braries).

z Berkowitz, A. M. "A Study of the
Costs of Cataloging Books with Library of
Congress Cards and by'Original' Catalog-
ing Methods." Thesis (M.S. in L.S.), Cath-
olic University of America, 196r.
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B. The certainty that the sysrem be-
ing investigated and analyzed is ac-
tually the optimum sample of the
system for the task involved.

4. The cost of supervision to main-
tain a high degree of quality control.
For instance, the illustration of a card
produced on an automatic tape type-
writer is of such poor quality that it
would not be accepted in my own li-
orary.

5. The number of cards needed per
rret on the average (which might actu-
ally range anywhere from 6 to 16o) is
.not figured as an overhead variable.

6. The assumption is made that in
photographic processes the Duplicating
.Department will receive from the Cata-
Ioging Section either typed copy or LC
proof sheets, both of which the Stzdy
:maintains are ready for immediate
'photo copy. One element which I
failed to find treated in relation to
this statement is the cost of receiving,
r;orting, cutting, and filing proof sheets
so that they will be available for du-
plicating purposes. Also the proofsheet
,card cannot be used directly if any
serious modifications are made to the
,copy. Finally, the average "large" li-
lbrary will find that copy cannot be ob-
tained from the Library of Congress
.[or some highly specialized publica-
itions, or that the copy becomes avail-
able but only after a considerable lapse
,cf time after publication of the item.
'Ihe cost of maintaining the proofsheet
file for photographic copy can be rather
staggering. On page 46 of this Study
:rssumption is made for cost compari-
son purposes of "a standard medium
.tength (that is a card with an average
amount of copy on it) and the arbi-
rtrary number of four cards per title
and in multiples of four." The arbi
rtrary number of four cards might be a
.yery misleading coordinate in difierent
lkinds of libraries. Some types of pub-
llic libraries may produce several hun-
rlred cards for their branches and book-
:mobiles, and others may produce even
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less than the four average. Logically,
a long run production of cards lends
itself better to the use of a printing
system, while a short run type is more
adaptable to some type of photographic
system.

7. It is not clear from the text
whether the production of the catalog
cards is limited entirely to the unit
card information that will appear on
all cards produced, or whether the cost
of adding the subject headings and
other added entries to the cards on a
unique basis has been considered. It
does not take much imagination to
realize that cards produced in some
type of continuous form can be han-
dled more quickly and efficiently for
applying headings than unit cards in-
serted one after another into a type-
writer.

I cannot find anywhere in Catalog
Card Reproduction any information on
the relationship of the book catalog to
the conventional card catalog. In addi-
tion to this comment there is no refer-
ence whatever in the manual for the
varying ways of producing card and/or
book catalogs by computer techniques.
I believe these deficiencies might be
traced directly to the fact that a long
period of time elapsed between the be-
ginning of the project and the final
printing of the results of that project.
I think that the book has much infor-
mation to ofier to the librarian as an
aid to making decisions in this area of
catalog card production, but the cost
comparisons and data regarding pro-
duction systems must be carefully con-
sidered in the light of the flaws which
have been mentioned. In view of the
very high price of the book as bal-
anced against its actual value, I would
suggest that an attemPt be made to
borrow the book from another library
rather than to purchase it.-loseph T.
Popecki, Acting Director of Li.braries,
Catholic Uni.aersity of America, Wash-
ington, D. C.
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Nelson, Carl E. Mioofilm Technology:
Engineering and Related Fields.
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1965. 397 P.
+ 48 p. of bibliography on accom-
panying microfiche. $r6.oo

T'he scope of Carl Nelson's Micro-

fi.lm Technology is very carefully de-
fined in the preface: "The content of
the book . . . concerns itself only with
the application of unitized microfilm
to engineering data." Yet because so
much of the technology of microrepro-
duction is independent of the applica-
tion, this book should nevertheless be
in every library having even one micro-
film camera used for book filming.
Heretofore there has been no modern,
scientific work to which a library
microreproduction Iaboratory could
refer for accurate, up-to-date, informed
judgments on the entire spectrum of
microreproduction technology. In ad-
dition to filling this lack, Nelson's book
performs another important service: it
dispels once and for all the vast mythol-
ogy that has grown up about the
capabilities of microfilm, lenses, and
cameras, as well as the characteristics
of the subjects to be copied. It frees
the reader from the murky phrases of
promotional literature and salesmen's
pitches; this alone is worth double its
price.

There are extensive and detailed
chapters dealing with cameras, lenses,
storage of film, developing and pro'
cessing, film inspection, readers and
viewers, reader/printers, and other
print-producing equipment. The long
and excellent chapter on standards re-
flects the author's many years of expe-
rience and professional interest in
standards. Nearly eighty ASA standards
and twenty-one military and federal
standards of interest to microfilming
are cited. The chapter on inspection
and quality control not only outlines
the mechanics of testing film, but also
contains much more of the necessary
interpretive matter and guidance for
the user than is available anywhere else.

Typical of the practical aspect of the
book is the little-publicized warning
that with chemically activated readet/
printers, positive film will exhaust the
chemicals many, many times faster
than negative film, increasing both
cos$ and the risk of inferior service in
library operations. Thus Mr. Nelson's
text is more applied technology than
theoretical photography. Relat ively
free of mathematical formulas, it is
readable by anyone already slightly
familiar with the technical aspects of
microfilming. Superb illustrations and
a good index have been provided.
The book includes a list of about 4oo
technical terms based upon the Na'
tional Microfilm Association's Glossary
of Terms. Several chapters are devoted
to the administration of microrepro-
ductions, but this facet is oriented
almost exclusively to the engineering
drawing fieJd. For library microrepro-
duction centers, therefore, the book's
chief value will lie in its accurate
technical information.

This reviewer finds only one fault
with the book; that is the absence of
the 48-page bibliography from the
printed text. The McGraw-Hill publi
city release states that "an extensive
bibliography, chiefly from periodicals
and National Microfilm Association
publications, is provided," but it neg-
lects to mention that the bibliography
appears only in the form of a 4" X 6"
microfiche inserted in a pocket in the
back of the book. Only at the end of
the table of contents and on the book

iacket is the existence of this micro-
fiche bibliography mentioned. Once
the jacket and the fiche are gone, only
the plain, unprinted pocket in the
back cover remains to bewilder some
user or librarian over why a book
pocket was put into this book side-
ways. Should the fiche become lost, the
user is left with a text that is only
partially documented. That so rich a
text might sufier such a loss is unfor-
tunate. The fiche itself is no model of
good bibliographic practice; while the
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title is given, the fiche lacks such other
vital data as the author's name and the
McGraw-Hill imprint; it does caffy a
University Microfilms "imprint" at the
bottom, but this can only lead to con-
fusion, since that firm has no con-
nection with the book, except for its
manufacture of the fiche. An introduc-
tory paragraph in the fiche states that
the bibliography refers only to engi
neering drawing applications and not
to "related fields," a limitation that is
brought out nowhere else.

The decision to use a fiche bibliog-
raphy was probably motivated by an
understandable desire to promote the
active use of microforms, but the pre-
sent example seems like a shotgun
wedding to this reviewer, for, of all
literary forms, bibliographies are least
suited to consultation in microform.
This combination of hard copy and
microfiche may also be based upon a
gratuitous assumption that those ac-
tive in the production of microtexts
are those most eager to use their own
products, but in fact the opposite is
often ffue. Should this excellent book
go into a second edition, it is to be
hoped that the publisher will incor-
porate the bibliography directly into
the text. The latest full-length book
in English on the technology of micro-
film deserves the best possible editorial
treatment; this is particularly desirable
now when universal attention is being
focused on the recently-discovered spot
defects.

As an engineer with Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Xerox, and IBM, and as
a past president of the National Micro-
film Association, Carl Nelson has had
over twenty-five years' experience in
microreproduction, optics, and asso-
ciated disciplines. Since there is only
a handful of persons in this country
with the breadth of experience neces-
sary for the writing of i book such as
Microfilnt Technology, it is indeed
fortunate that Carl Nelson has ac-
complished the task. He has master-
fully cleared the hurdle of writing an
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engineering text in English that is
free of the clumsy, inept expressions
that mar some technical books. Both
the author and the publisher are to be
congratulated on the achievement of
a felicitous literary style combined with
authoritative technical information.-
Allen B. Veaner, Chief Librarian, Ac-
quisition Diaision, Stanf ord Uniuersity
Li brarie s, S t anf or d, C alif ornia
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COMPUTER (TYPOGRAPHICI COMPOSITIOI{ OF
LIBRARY CATALOG CARDS

The Council on Library Resources has made a grant of $z5,ooo to the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards for study and experimentation in computer (typo-
graphic) composition of catalog cards and other library materials. The project
will be conducted by a team in the Bureau of Standards' Center for Computer
Sciences and Technology.

The computer composition research team is cunently exPerimenting with a
versatile Mergenthaler-Linofilm-Autoset computer Program. As the Bureau of
Standards participates in the development of a system for automatically gen-
erating subformats, it will be possible to apply experimentally the Autoset Lino-
film programs-which are continually being made more versatile-to imPortant
kinds of library publications. It is expected that additional study and experi-
mental use of these programs will produce useful information for evaluating
library requirements and should facilitate the transition of important library
publications onto computer-based high speed photocomposer production systems.

The team will:
r, Design and conduct test runs on small samples of subject headings, cat-

alog cards, announcement items, and alternate indices.
2. Study the Linotron master typography program and ascertain the means

by which this program can be made to process the above four kinds of library
materials.

g. Define a practical configuration of commercially-available devices for
computer-photocomposing the above kinds of library materials.

4. Identify computer program development requirements or changes needed
to achieve production programs for each of the above library materials, and
estimate the amount of programming efiort and the level of programming ex-
perience and skill required to accomplish this critical work.

5. Summarize the economic feasibility, estimating for each kind of library
material the production time and cost per thousand information characters.

The project is expected to be completed June 3o, 1966.

MICROFICHE SERVICE CENTER OPENED

The Microcard Corporation has announced the establishment of a Micro-
fiche Service Center in Washington, D. C. It is planned to provide quick service
duplication of fiche with one-site equipment, and will have facilities for unitized
microfiche filming, microfiche duplication, and automated hard copy reproduc-
tion from microfiche. It will also serve as a sales office for reading equipment
and systems equipment used in the production of microfiche, and will encourage
large-scale printing work for the Corporation's plant at West Salem, Wisconsin.
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ume 2 provides listings in a single alphabet for
66.000 books. Book entries in both volumes are
arianged by author's name,

Entries cover all essential details provided by
the dealer himself, including author, t it le, con-
dition. and price set bv the dealer, plus the
dealer''s nme, catalog number, and number of
the cited item in the sDecific catalog.

Not only is Booknon's Piee fnder a pricing
euide fdr book buyers and sellers, but it also
fias tbe unique extra feature of being the only
awilable master index to the valuable biblio-
grap.hical data included in the iadividual dealers'
catalogs." Each volume' $32.50

RESEARCH COMPANY 14oo Book Tower, Detroit, Michigan 48226



cusHt ]{G-InA[[oY, tilc.
l35O Norrh Mqin Street

ANN ARBOR, ftIICHIGAN

LITHOPRINTERS
known for

QUATITY_ECONOMY-
SERVICE

Let us quole on your next
printing

Ihe
USTD BOOK
PRICE GUIDE
An ALPHABETICAL

REFERENCE FOR
PRICING d' BUYING

Rare, Scarce, Old and
Used, Books

Mildred S. Mandeville, compiler

1966 Edition
Part l-(updated & enlarged)

Actual Retail Prices Frorn over
250 Dealerc' Catalogs Received

Between lune 7964 dt Sept.1965
(inclusive)

. Impartial presentation o{ used book
prices (from U, S. & Canadian
catalogs only).

. Wide range of titles-emphasis on
county histories & genealogies.

. Contains no duplicates of our other
Parts.

. Maximum of information with each
listing. Flip-thru size.

. Conditions of books described.

. Supplement (for buying) identifies
each listing with specific dealer-
catalog-giving address and perti-
nent terms of business. (Use with
UBPG).

. Each listing persondly selected, en-
tered, and checked by the com-
prref,

. Authentic count-The same edition
of a book offered by 2 or more
dealers is counted only as one.

. 3o day approval for libraries.

EACH PART COMPLETE
IN ITSELF

Part 3-fuom Spring 1963
to June r964 catalogs.

Part z-fuom Spring r96z
to Spring r963 catalogs.

Price: Parts t (updated), z or j
c l o t h . . .  $ 8 . o o  p a p e r . , .  $ 6 . o o

Supplements (necessary for
buying) . , .  $z.oo each Part

Total listings in 3 Parts i 42,ooo
from over 6oo catalogs.

PRICE GUIDE PUBLISHERS
Kenmore Station

Kenmore, Washington 9Eoa8

Expert Seraice on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPIIONS
Ior

Att TIBRARIES
<9

Fqxon's Libroriqns Guide
Aaailable on request

*
For the very best library sub-
scription service-ask about
our Till Forbidden Auro-
matic Renewal plan.

*

F. W. FAXoN C0., lNC.
515-525 Hyde Pork Ave.

Boston, Moss. 02131

-At

Conlinuous Service to librqries
Since 1886



IMPORTANT I\EW PERIODICALS

POWDER TECHNOLOGY. Amsterdam. (Bi-monthly) Vol. t No. 1-
early L966. Price per volume (six issues) $17.50 Art ic les in
English, French or German.

DESALINATION. Amsterdam. (Quarterly) Vol. I No. l-early 1966.
Price per volume $25.00

EARTH SCIENCE REVIEW. Amsterdam. (Quarterly) Vol. I No. 1-
early 1966. Price per year,  plus postage $12.50

CHEMICAL GEOLOGY. Amsterdam. (Quarterly) Vol. I No. l-early
1966. Price per volume 915.70

BRAIN RESEARCH. Amsterdam. (Monthly) Vols.  I  & 11. 1966.
$16.00 per volume. Articles in English, French or German.

DIABETOLOGIA, organ of the European Association For The Study
of Diabetes. Berl in.  (Quarter ly) Vol.  l .  1965. $16.00 per
volume. Articles in English, French or German.

EXPERIMENTAL BRAIN RESEARCH. Berl in.  ( l r regular ly) Vol.  l .
No. 1 late 1965. One or two volumes per year at approx.
$18.00 each. Articles in English, French or German, with re-
sum6s in English.

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. Amsterdam. ( l rreg-
ularly) Vol. | 1966. $17.50 per year. Articles in English,
French or German.

STECHERT.  HAFNER,  INC.
The World's Leading Internat ional Booksel lers
31 East 10th Street.New York City, N. Y.



FOR I . IBRARIES:

()NE S(}URCE
ALL

PAPERB()UNDB()()KS

Now in our sixteenth year of distributing paperbound books
-both mass market and quality lines. Now you can combine
your orders for such publishers as Bantam, Pocket Books,
Ace, Avon, Pyramid, Signet, Mentor, with your orders for
Scribner, Anchor, Dover, Apollo, Ann Arbor, etc. Virtually
all books listed in PAPERBOUND BOOKS IN PRINT
may be ordered from us.

Ask for our circular:

"One Source for Paperbacks", (Lists publishers whoce
books we stock, time to allow for delivery, etc.)

PAPERBOUND
BOO K

DISTRIBUTORS
(A division of Book Mail Service)

82-27 164th StreetrJamaica 32, New York.Phone: OL 7-4799



Science Citation Index
19 E i6

cove rage
wi l l  be

1965
cove rage

is

14€i5
(es t imated)

1115
(as of September,
more  by  year 's  end)

t=54 ". '  1t : '  t ' : "  ;1" ;
c o v e r a o e

we-nt ro 7OO

SCI  JouFna l  Gove rage  i s  uP . . .UP . . .UP . . .UP

In 1961 we published the first Science Citation Index, indexing 613 key
journals. The init ial l ist of core journals selected emphasized multi-
disciplinary journals and basic engineering and science . . . physics, biology,
chemistry and medicine. E Ever since, we've been improving, upgrading,
adding journats practically every day. n ln 1964 we added 87 journals and a
source index with tit les. f] In 1965 we added over 4OO new journals. tr In
1966 our coverage wil l more than double our 1961 journal coverage,
reflecting the suggestions and preferences expressed by our SCI audience
. . . and we will continue to follow the same policy. D In response to your
requests, the 1966 SCI wil l include expanded coverage especially in the
areas of oceanography, botany, agriculture, psychology, mathematics,
radiation, metallurgy, nuclear science, paper research and information
science. f l Here is a partial l ist of information science journals to be covered
in 1966:

Amer ican Documenta t ion ,  As l ib  Proceed ings ,  B ib l io theca Phonet ica ,  Bu l le t in  o f  the  Med ica l
L ib rary  Assoc ia t ion ,  Communica t ions  o f  the  ACM,  Computer  Journa l ,  IBM Journa l  o f  Research
and Deve lopment ,  IEEE Transac t ions  on  In fo rmat ion  Theory ,  In fo rmat ion  and Cont ro l ,  In fo r -
mat ion  Storage and Ret r ieva l ,  lourna l  o f  the  Assoc ia t ion  fo r  Comput ing  Mach inery ,  Journa l  o f
Chemical oocumentation, Journal of Oocumentation, lounal of Veftal Leafiing and Verbal
Behav io r ,  Kybernet ik ,  L ib .a ry  Resources  and Techn ica l  Serv ices ,  Mechan ica l  T rans la t ion ,
Methods  o f  In to rmat ion  in  Med ic ine ,  Nachr ich ten  f i i r  Dokumenta t ion ,  opera t iona l  Research
quar te r ly ,0pera t ions  Research ,  Phonet ica ,  and Revue ln le rna t iona le  de  la  Documenta t ion .

Every journal is indexed comprehensively. All i tems (except advertisements)
in each journal are processed-all articles, editorials, letters, book reviews,
corrections, meetings, etc.

fl{STfIUTt FOR SClEllTlFlC |i{F(IRMATI1N ezs chestnut street Phitadetph'ta Po 1s106 uSA



AMERICAN
BOOK-PRICES
CURRENT
509 Filth Avenue, Neu'York 17, N' Y.

THE L964 ANNUAL
(vol. 70)

Now being Printed

This volume reports over 23,000 price- -records, $5 upward, ̂ o[ Books
and Serials, Autdgraphs and Mss, Br|adsides and- {aps sold at Auction in
the UNITED STI.TES and LONDON, ENGLAND from September 1963
through August 1964.

THE EDITION I5 TIMIIED

ORDER NOW

Publication priae $22,5O net

Catalogue Card Dupllcator, to print l i '
brary cltalog card (3 X 5)' $54'00.
catat DuDllcatot, to Drint librarv catalog
card  (3  X  5) ,  pos t -card  (3% X 5%)
a n d 4 X 6 c a r d , $ 6 4 . 5 0 .
Llving StamB' to pritrt €ll number, ad'
dress, label, etc., $24.50.

All Patmte.I. P erf ormance guaranteed.

With a new ink to dry in 10 minutes.

Orders "On Approval" invited.

Please oriler allrect from inveutor:

Chiang Small lluplicatore
53100 Junipcr Rd.

South Bend, fndiana, U.S.A. 46637



peRmaLt[e,
The complete paper for the complete program

YOU CAN HAVE A WELL ROUNDED PRINTING, STORAGE
and FILING PROGRAM when you use PERMALIFE, a Thorographic
paper by standard of Richmond. PERMALIFE is acid-free and absolutely
dependable. A life of several hundred to a thousand and more years is
assured.* Use PERMALIFE with confidence for

Library Catalog Card Stock
Envelopes for storage of documents and manuscripts
File folders for storage of maps and large documents
Letterheads
Reprints

PERMALIFE is beautiful in look and feel, and will give true copies by
photo offset. PERMALIFE TEXT and PERMALIFE BOND are water-
marked for your protecrion. For permanency use PERMALIFE and be sure.

*According to tesrs made of PERMALIFE bv
the V. J. Barrow Research Laboratory. Details upon requesr.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA



For Librar;::#;y;;' Quaritv

GUCr BtltlKBINDING CttRP.

Speciolisfs in the Binding ond Rebinding

oJ Books ond Periodicofs

Serving lnsfifuf ionol, Public
And Reseorch librories

Since l9O5

32-15 37th Avenue
Long lslond City 1, New York

STillwell 4-5300

In Nossqu ond Suffolk

lVonhoe 3-9534

In New Jersey

Mlrchell 2-5374




